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PIDL FELLOWSHIP LIBRARIANPROGRAM·

(

An Irrwlualie Experien<.E

When asked what their P'IDL Fellowships meant to them,
previous fellows left no doubt that their fellowship experiences meant
a great deal. Erich Mayer (Buffalo- lQth Fellow) noted that among the
professional benefits, "the fellowship makes you your librarys expert
in all matters concerning patents and trademarks .. .It means being
responsible for all the patent and trademark questions for which no
one else knows the answer."
Dave Morrison (Salt Lake City-13th Fellow) felt that 'Working at
the USPTO ...provided many opportunities to work with newer
computer programs and tools that help my colleagues in Utah
continue to see me as one of the Marriott Libr.uy's technical assets,
and an 'early adopter' of relevant iaformation technologies." He also
noted that "many personal and professional relationships (were)
established and nurtured with staff from USPTO and other federal
agencies ... "

.

Jean Porter (Raleigh-5 th Fellow) addressed another professional
benefit, i.e., that working on various P'IDL projects "gave me a real
insight into how offices within the PTO interacted and the
relationships with contraetars." She also noted that she found it "very
satisfying" to be a part of providing major new services to the P1DLs.
Bruce Cox (PT0-2rxl Fellow) placed the fellowship in a broader
context in that " ...the USPTO is at the heart of one of the most
significant periods of economic growth of the past 50 years ...P1DL

Fellows have the advantage of becoming involved in several key
elements in this inherently governmental process of promoting the
useful arts. Chief among them is information dissemination, which
directly repays the public for the limited monopoiy the-/ gr;u,1 1
inventors."
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I PTDL Fellowship Librarians
CmJimBlfirm Pt1£!! 1.
Dave and Bruce also pointed out that "living in one of the world's
great capital cities" allows one to "enjoy many... historical and cultural
resources." I would readily agree with all of the above assessments. I
will risk sounding like a hopeless tourist, but I loved going places on
the Metro, especially to some of the wonderful bookstores.
For me, the best part of the fellowship was the daily contacts with
PTDL librarians by phone and email and the opportunity to meet
some of you in person when we went to P'JDLs to do training
sessions. I enjoyed using the considerable resources and contacts of
the PTO to get answers to your questions and concerns. By the end
of my fellowship, I truly felt that I had gaineg a nationwide network of
colleagues and friends. What could be better than that?

--Carol Giles, PTDLA President {St. Louis -12rh Fellow)
PTDL FELLOWSHIP LIBRARIANS

First Fellowship
James A Arshem
Denver Public Library'
Denver,CO
A . 1, 1983 31, 1985
Second Fellowship
BruceB. Cox
Linda Hall Library
Kansas City, MO
Oct. 1, 1986-Oct.31, 1987
Third Fellowship
LindaJ. Terhune
St. Louis Public Library
St. Louis, MO
Oct. 19, 1987 - Oct. 18, 1988
Fourth Fellowship
Jeanne L. Oliver
Illinois State Library
Springfield, IL
Oct. 17, 1988 - une 17, 1990
Fifth Fellowship
Jean M. Porter
DH Hill Library
North Carolina State Univ.
Raleigh,NC
Oct. 1, 1989 - Dec. 31, 1990
Sixth Fellowship
Chris E. Marhenke
Broward County Main Library
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Feb. 4, 1991-Aug.1, 1992
Seventh Fellowship
M Neil Massong

Detroit Public Library
Detroit,MI
ril 1, 1991 -A ril 1, 1993

Eiwth Fellowship
Brian B. Gupenter
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX
t. 1, 1992 - Se t. 1, 1994
Nmth Fellowship
Marie Moisden
Broward CountyMain Library
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
6, 1993 6, 1994
Tenth Fellowship
Erich J. Mayer
Buffalo and Erie County
Public Library
Buffalo,NY
Au . 29, 1994 -Au . 29, 1995
Eleventh Fellowship
DonnaJ. Cooper
Los Angeles Public Library
Los Angeles, CA
Se t. 27, 1994 - Se t. 27, 1995
•Twelfth Fellowship
Carol A Giles
St. Louis Public Library
St. Louis, MO
Feb. 19, 1996 - May 23, 1997
Thirteenth Fellowship
David L. Morrison
Maniott Library
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT
Oct. 28, 1996 - Oct. 28, 1997
Fourteenth Fellowship
Michael}. white
Raymond H Fogler Library
University of Maine, Orono
une 30, 1997 - une 29, 1998

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

Fifteenth Fellowship
Charlotte Erdmann
Siegesmund Engineering Library
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN
July 1, 1998 -

Sixteenth Fellowship
Thomas A Turner
Daniel E Noble Science and
Engineering Library
Ariz.ona State University
Tempe,AZ
November 9, 1998 -

I PTDLA Officers 1998 - 1999
President: Carol Giles, St. Louis, MO
Vice President/President-Elect: David Morrison, Salt Lake
City,UT
Secretary: daudine Jenda, Auburn, AL

Treasurer: Jean Porter, Raleigh, NC
Past-President: Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID
Regional Representatives
Region 1: Ann Poulos, Providence, RI
Region 2: Tom Melvin, Newark, DE
Region 3: Judy Erickson, College Park, MD
Region 4: Jan Comfort, demson, SC
Region 5: Muy Frances Panettiere, Atlanta, GA
Region 6: Brian Gupenter, College Station, TX
Region 7: Celeste Burman-Choate, Detroit, MI
Region 8: Jane Running, Springfield, IL
Region 9: Deborah Hall, Little Rock, AR
Region 10: Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN
Region 11: Alan Gould, Lincoln, NE
Region 12: Nora Brooks, San Diego, CA

I PTDLA President's Report
During the year, I had the pleasure of sending congratulatory
----emails to several of our Patent and
{
Trademark Depository Library Program
(PTDLP) colleagues who had received
recognition from the Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) for their hard work and talents.
Based on concerns of members, Dave
Morrison, Vice President/President Elect
(Salt Lake City), and I collaborated on a
response to the Federal Register Notice which sought comment on
the PTO's plans to expand searchable database offerings on its
website. A copy of the letter was sent to everyone on the Association's
listserv. There will be a panel at this year's Training Seminar to address
some of the concerns expressed.
Plans were made for a dinner gathering with Martha Sneed and the
Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association (PTDlA)
attendees at last summer's American Library Association meeting in
Washington, D.C. Many thanks to Julia Crawford (Stillwater, OK) for
making in-person connections when everyone arrived in Washington. (
Plans for the PTDlA Day at this year's Seminar began in earnest in
September among the Program Office, Dave Morrison, and myself.
Much time and effort have.gone into making it a productive day for all
ofus.
2
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One of the advantages of being an AI.A Affiliate is to attend the
Affiliate's Lunch at AI.A's Midwinter and Summer meetings. I was
able to attend the lunch at Midwinter in Philadelphia and meet some
of the other affiliates. There was a wide range of library associations
represented, and I asked for a list of the attendees and their respective
associations. Perhaps there are other affiliates with whom the P'IDLA
could do programs at future Af..A or other conferences.
Since there are advantages to being an affiliate, I thought there
must be responsibilities as well I spoke with AI.A Affiliate's Liaison,
Kathryn Osen, who noted that she was not aware of a formal list of
such responsibilities. The only expectation that I have been able to
determine is that affiliates will help with setting up, staffing, and taking
down of an Affiliate's Booth at ALA's SummeE meeting. The booth
allows affiliates to display and hand out promotional materials about
their organizations.
Programs with other affiliates and displays of P'IDLA materials at
the booth may provide more avenues to publiciz.e who we are and
what we do to the broader library community.

ITreasurer's Report - 1999
PTDLA TREASURER"S PRE-CONFERENCE REPORT
2/22/99

Last year, 92 people paid
regi.stracion fees for the 21st P'IDLP
Training Seminar. There are 96
members of P'IDLA, three of
which are affiliate members.

Balance as of February 20, 1998

$1693.22

1998DEPOSITS

$3060.00

.Tual

$4753.22

1998DEBITS

-$3202.37

BAIANCE 2/22/99

$1550.85

When first approached to accept a nomination for Vice
President!President Elect of P'IDLA, I asked for time to decide
whether I could do the positions justice. I contacted several past
presidents to ask what was involved in the offices. The consensus was
that "The office is what you make it." As I finish my term, I would
amend that to read, "The office is what your colleagues help you to
make it."

STATEMENT DETAILS

In that spirit, I would like to express appreciation to Wes Gewehr,
Administrator of the Information Dissemination Organiz.ation, and
Jane Myers, Office for Patent and Trademark Information, for their
continuing support of the P'IDL Program; to Martha Sneed, Manager
of the P'IDL Program and to everyone at P'IDLP for all thcir help
and encouragement. To our recently retired colleagues, Diane
Richmond (Chicago), Judy Erickson (C.Ollege Parle), and Charles
Brown (Louisville): Their years of service are much appreciated, and
they will be missed.
Many thanks also to Donna Hanson (Moscow, Idaho) and to Dave
Morrison. I truly appreciate your willingness to help each time I asked
for advice or assistance.

Thanks to all the people who agreed to chair or be members of the
various P'IDLA committees. Thanks also to Christina Byrne (Seattle)
for her continuing, excellent wor½ on the P'IDLA Newsletter. Thanks
especially to Chris Marhenke (Fort Lauderdale), Chair of the Elections
C.Ommittee, and to all of the members of that committee, for all your
hard work in putting together a slate of candidates for this year's
election. Thanks also to all the candidates who were willing to be
nominated for an office or for regional representative. Everyone's
active participation is welcomed, much appreciated, and crucial if the
Association is to continue.
The list of thanks could go on, but since this is not the Oscarse, let
me conclude by saying that I have enjoyed being Vice President and
President of P'IDLA. I look forward to remaining in touch with and
working with all of you as we move into the 21"' centwy.

--Carol Giles, PTDLA President

Published by TigerPrints, 1999

CREDITS
3/25/98 Seminar registrations & membership dues
3/27/98 Additional registrations & dues
8/4/98 Additional registrations & dues

$2810.00
$140.00
$110.00

Total Deposits

$3060.00

DEBITS
3/25/98
3/25/98
3/25/98
3/26/98
3/27/98
3/27/98
4/9/98

$75.00
$935.79
$100.14
$116.44
$100.00
$1870.00
$5.00

AI.A Affiliate Membership
Newsletter C.Osts
Officers' Lunch w/ Wes Gewehr
P'IDLAReception C.Osts
C.Ontribution to C.Ommissioner's Reception
C.Ontribution to Seminar Expenses
Checks

Total Debits

$3202.37

•Jean M. Porter, Treasurer

IArchives Convnittee 1998-1999 Report
Committee members: Jean Bishop, Butte, MT, Chair; Alan Gould,
Lincoln, NE; Natalie Rutledge, Morgantown, WV.

Jean Porter, Bernice Smith, Kevin Harwell, Christina Byrne, and
Jennifer Paustenbaugh all sent materials to be filed into the P'IDLA
archival files this last year. One item of special interest was a bulletin
called Patmtalk, published May 18, 1977, which ran an article "First
Meeting of Representatives of Patent Depository Librariesi" The
article explained that "The Patent and Trademarlc Office recently
convened the first conference ever held of representatives of public
libraries which have and maintain collections of U.S. Patents. There
are twenty-two such libraries, called Depository Libraries, in the
United States and sixteen of them sent representatives to this meeting.
The meeting was held April 18, 19, and 20 in Oystal Mall. C.Onferees
and PTO participants enjoyed a reception the evening of April 18.
C.Ommissioner C Marshall Dann gave the welcoming address. Alfred
C Mannor, Administrator for Documentation, opened the conference
and Rene D. Tagtmeyer, Assistant C.Ommissioner for Patents,
provided an overview of the PTO."
3
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The Archives Committee received &/men First Regmal. O:nfaure
cf Patmt DefXJSitory Libraries, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Oklahoma, December 7-9, 1978. An interesting quote from the report
is as follows: "It has been clear during previous Patent Depository
Library conferences held in Washington, D.C. that interest runs very
high for training in the use of the U.S. Patent Classification System and
the Stillwater conference was no different. In spite of adverse weather
conditions (Le., ice and snow throughout the region), six.teen out of
twenty interested persons managed to attend the conference. Present
at the conference were representatives from four PDL's, Linda Hall
Library at Kansas City, Denver Public Library, Dallas Public Library
and Oklahoma State University Library. Representatives from six
other libraries attended."

Kevin Harwell sent updates for the PTDIA listserv files. We hold
disks from 1995 through 1998 in the archives. If you find old PTDIA
files in your library, please send the papers to-the Chair of the Archives
Committee, for sorting and filing.
- Submitted by Jean Bishop, Butte, MT, Chair

N

During this past year, the Long
Range Planning Committee held a
number of discussions by way of the
discussion
group.
PTDIA-L
Following are some excerpts from
the major issues that were discussed,
and are intended to provide some
background to the LRPC panel
discussion at this year's conference:

1. Support of PIDL programs
and services by USPTO and host PIDL institutions.
a. Some PTDL representatives feel that the PTO does not always
think of promoting the PTDL system as often as they could Some of
the Help Screens on USPTO's home pages suggest the public consult
commercial patent service providers before mentioning the existence
of the PTDL Program. If the PIDL program is part of PTO's
Information Dissemination Organiz.ation (IDO) effort and
commercial databases are not, perhaps USPTO should list us first on
their own help screens.

.

b. "Another comment from the reps is that in many respects the
PTDL reps have not been included in any planning for major changes
in patent and trademark information distribution. Some of the
libraries have developed copy services and APS access programs for
income, and those will become less productive in the near future due
to Internet access. In the Salt Lake City PTDL, one of the PTDL
collection's primary function was to provide local, immediate access to
full-text patent copies; learning how to use patents and trademarks
was, perhaps, secondary-. If the public at large no longer needs us for
copies due to full-text distribution over the Internet, what will they use
the PTDL for? My library has made a fifteen-year investment in space,
resources, training and travel in our PTDL collection and my own
professional development: what happens to that investment if the
public no longer comes in?" (Dave Morrison, 10/16/98)
c. "If all the information currently provided on location at the
PTDLs becomes accessible either on the USPTO website or via the
800 number, how will USPTO continue to justify the expense of
supporting the PTDLs?" (Carla Reczek, 10/31/98)
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

d "More and more, the questions we are asked are 'Gm I search
this on the Web?', or just 'What's the Web address?' Searchers do not
know that they are probably not doing complete searches on the PTO
and IBM (newly expanded at www.ibmpatents.com) websites. There
is no indicator on the searching pages that searchers should contact
their closest PTDL for more information on searching.
How are our libraries, as PTDLs, going to show the public that
they do, indeed, need our assistance? How can we suggest PTO help
us?" (Celeste Choate, 11/6/98)
2. PIDlA members should be more active in USPTO's
planning and development activities.
a. "New York Times? NPR? WHY do we find these things out
from the media? Did the PTDLP office know about this? (Probably
not.) Did anyone at the higher levels even 11--IIl'TT( about the effects
this would have on us outreach folks?
If they had "involved us in the process" or at least kept us
informed, we might have been able to plan for the future and greet this
information with open arms as being helpful to the public at large.
Instead, since Sc[i]3 as a PTO Partnership library is supposed to be
recovering costs with our access to APS, our budget and planning is
going to be thrown askew. (Note: this is my personal reaction, and
should not be taken as Sc[i]3's official position on this matter.)" Oulia
E. Schult, 6/26/98)

b. "There is no question that the whole business of web access is
of great concem Couldn't we as members of this group begin to look
toward the future and plan some of the scenarios that we'd like to see
rather than be reactive and just deal with what is given to us? Granted,
we don't have full control over our destiny here, but just to start
thinking about the future will make it less scary-, I think. Maybe we can
sponsor some directed brainstorming either on the list, or at the
conference." Oan Comfort, 11/4/98)
c. "Yes, one of my main concerns is patent searching on the web.
Unfortunately, we don't know what is being planned Seems that since
we have so much experience dealing with the general public that our
input as to what is offered and how it is presented should be included
in the planning of the new database. But.... (Ray Dickinson,
10/14/98)
d "In addition, there needs to be some discussion with PTO
about electronic products. The new Trademark.Web database is
starung to include images (and I suspect it won't be long before all
images are added). C11Hi• does not. It's very hard to attract users to
the library when PTDL CD-ROM products are not as comprehensive
as databases on the PTO website." (Carla Reczek, 10/31/98)
3. Need for more distance training and an archive of training
materials archive.

"Certainly not all librarians in a PIDL are able to attend the annual
conference. Is it realistic i:o expect one rep to bring back to other staff
*all•f the information provided during that week? I don't think so. I've
sifted through 3 years of handouts from these conferences, and many
of these documents don't stand on their own (apart from the lectures).
It would be really helpful if presenters were required to write an
abstract for their lectures. If they are using examples, they should
annotate the examples with the points they are try-mg to make. How (
about teleconferencing? Or videotaped lectures?" (Carla Reczek,
10/31/98)
"Adding to my comments last week on improving training: I
stumbled across an interesting website through the Internet Public
4
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Library- it's the papers presented at a library conference. I really liked
the way that it's organized - there are links to each speaker's
biography, abstract and paper. I bet that this could be easily done on
the P1DL website for the next conference! Check it out at
http://www.librazy.ucsb.edu/untangle/ Let me know what you
think." (Carla Reczek, 11/5/98)
4. Greater web access to search tools will require new P1DL
service modds: should we be a part of the planning process?
a.
"As an aside, the discussion regarding the Lehman
announcement [on full-text patent access over the web] has been lively
on the PIUG [Patent Information Users Group] listserv, and one
subscriber (.Roy Zimmerman) made the following comment:

'Full-text searching will not be a panacea. Anyone buried alive in
false hits in inadequate full-text search engines will readily concede
that. But full-text search access, with image links in the near-term
future, will certainly enhance public access far beyond the current
Patent Depository Libraries' 'look up the class-subclass to get the
patent numbers, then look 'em up on microfilm at a limited number of
Patent Depository Libraries' system. Those P1Dl..s serve a marvdous
purpose, but one desperately in need of upgrade, particularly for
anyone residing a goodly distance from the nearest P1DL'" Oulia
Crawford, 7/1/98)
b. "I am most sincere when I moan about the number of people
who are appearing or calling and start by saying Tve done my search
on the Internet and know that there's nothing that's been invented on
my idea, X' I think that the PTO sages have dug a hole for us that is
so deep we may never emerge. They offer no advice or information or
view of why this just isn't possible, yet, fumly on the Internet page and
why should a commercial producer?" Oane Running, 11/6/98)
c. "I personally think that service will be different. There will not
be as many walk-in clients. There may not be as many revenue
generating opportunities. However, I don't think that means we will
be less busy, just that the questions will be geared to the databases
available on the Internet. I provide special services frequently, such as
trying to find out who originally designed the honey bear plastic
container for honey. Or the US equivalent of a foreign patent. Or in
what countries a certain trademark has been registered. My food for
thought." Oean Porter, 11/11/98) •
5. Need to recover data from old indexes in most useful fonnats.

a. "One other thing that rve been thinking a lot about is the old
Indexes. Many (if not all) of us have expressed interest in getting these
things in dectronic format before they crumble to pieces before our
eyes. I think that we should pursue a grant to fund the project. I saw
an NSF grant that looks like it would be perfect. I haven't looked for
it recently, but I fed sure that it was one of those grants that continue
on and on. Do you have any grant writing experience? I've done a
little, a very little. But I think that would be a great thing for us to do.
Let me know what you think." Gan O:>mfort, 11/4/98)
b. "Oh boy! Old indexes. One of my favorites. I really don't
want microform, I really don't want a CD; how can WE do anything
about some paper? My c. 1870 to 1950 stuff is just impossible, it is so
acidic and falling apart. You know from what I keep saying that I
treasure my collectors, and they form a very large segment of user.
The Midwest Tool O:>llectors Assn. have an active publishing project
for old catalogs. Maybe that's a group to jointly reproduce the
Indexes. As I understand the Grant proposals for the new Library
money, they won't fund a government-mandated responsibility but if
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

this is just a fdt need that would be useful nationally, it might be an
avenue." OaneRunning, 11/6/1998
.
Many thanks to the following for their participation:
C.atla Reczek - GLPTC
Cdeste Burman Choate, GLPTC
Jan O:>mfort, Oemson
Jean Porter, Raleigh
Julia Crawford, Still-water
Julia E. Schult, Sc[i].3
Karen Moll, Des Moines
Ray Dickinson, Big Rapids

- Submitted by DdUidMorrison, Salt Lake City, UT, Chair

I Minutes of PTDLA Executive Board Meeting
Sunday, March 22, 1998, Crystal City Maniott

Members present: Donna Hanson , University of Idaho Library
(President & Chair); Rob Williams , Anchorage Municipal Libraries
(Past President); Carol Giles, St. Louis Public Library (Vice-President,
President-Elect); Lisa Hoenig, Toledo/Lucas O:>unty Library
(freasurer); Dave Morrison, University of Utah (past treasurer); Brian
Gupenter, Texas A&. M University (region 6 representative); Jan
O:>mfort, Oemson University (Region 4 representative); Cdeste
Burman, Detroit Public Library (Region 7 representative); Debbie
Hall, A.tkansas State Library (Region 9 representative); Judy Erickson,
University of Maryland (Region 3 representative); Oaudine Jenda,
Auburn University Libraries (Secretary)
Not present:
Ann
Poulos (region l); Mary
Woodward (region 2);
Mary Frances Panettiere
(region
5);
Tom
Henderson (region 6);
Sarah Calcese (region 8);
Patty Anderson (region
10); Alan Gould (region
11); and Hden Haskdl
(region 12).
The meeting was called to order by Donna Hanson, P1DIA
President and chair at 6:00 PM
1. Approval of the 1997 PTDLA Executive Board Meeting
Minutes: Minutes of the 1997 PTDIA Executive Board meeting of
March 16, 1997, as published in the P1DIA Newsletter Vol.lo (12)
1998, were approved. Minutes were also distributed to the executive
board members and the P1DIA membership in electronic format.
2. Topics &Questions for Wes &Jane and the Open Forum:
Donna Hanson sought suggestions of topics and questions that
P1Dl..s want to see addressed by Wes or Jane in meetings during the
week and also for the open forum. The executive board members
present agreed on the following as important items that need to be
brought to the attention of Wes and Jane, the OP1DLP Office, as
wdl as the P1DIA membership forums as needed:

a) New CAHi• Workstations: All agreed that the problems that
P1Dl..s are experiencing with the windows-based new CAHi•
workstations need to be reiolved. Rob Williams gave a report on a
talk he had with the vendor, AJ. Edwards, recently regarding CAHi•.
5
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Mr. Edwards is receptive and supportive when PTDI.s report C11Hi•
problems. However the software problems that windows-based
C11Hi• has seem to be serious and need attending to. There also was
an observation made, by Judy Erickson, that some of the questions
regarding C11Hi• workstations arise probably because we do nol:
have a central search manual or documentation that is specific to the
newworkstations. Others also reported the PTDI.s' inability to set
defaults as a serious disadvantage.
b) Patent Microfilm & USAPat: Rob Williams shared an
observation that PTDI.s experienced delays in the deliveiy of patent
microfilm this year. He wondered what impact the delays may have
had on patent/trademark search services at various PTDI.s. All
shared the concern that microfilm was behind in deliveiy schedule.
Dave Morrison reported that an imaging problem occurred with the
microfilm when the contract changed over fu>m Derwent to Imagent,
a new contractor. There was a comment that some users at PTDI.s
are reluctant to use USAPat when the same patent is on microfilm,
and so theywould hope that we again would have expediently
delivered microfilm. In general, Donna Hanson observed, as
microfilm gets behind, PTDI.s are becoming more involved with
copying of patents from USAPat. A need exists at PTDI.s for more
efficient printing of full-text patents from the USAPat files, perhaps
using digital reader printers.
c). Need foruser-friencllym:h totk U.S. PatmtOassffia,tm: All
present agreed that a need exists for a user-friendly hrh to tk U.S.
Patmt ~ that includes descriptions of subjects in common,
easy-to-understand every day language that inventors can relate to. It
was acknowledged that a request of such a tool has been made at
previous PTDL Training seminars. Addressing this request would
positively impact and facilitate patent searching at PTDI.s. Rel~ed to
this topic, Judy Erickson mentioned a need for CD for the
International Patent Classification.

d) Trainin& Tools & Lead Time: From the discussions so far, it
appears that there is a need for more training tools at PTDI.s in
general, that all acknowledged. Rob Williams pointed out that PTDI.s
also be given more lead time before deliveiy of new products. He was
aware of shipments of about 103 USAMark discs that arrived at
government depository libraries. U.S, Mark apparently covers all
trademarks in over 100 discs with updates.
e) Need for Storage Equipment: A need was expressed for
storage equipment for USAPat discs that would be acquired for all
PTDI.s, to assure uniformity in disc storage at a more affordable cost
than would be the case if each PTDL addressed the storage equipment
need independently. All were in agreement on this request. There was
an option offered by Carol Giles and Rob Williams that PTDI.s seek
to obtain DVD format faster than was originally planned, if PTDI.s
can not have the storage equipment question resolved. Judy Erickson
and Carol Giles also pointed out a need for cumulations of the
USAPat files, as yet another option that could also be explored.
~

Patent Searchini; on APS. C11Hi•, and USPTO Homep~e
C.Ompared: Patent searchers have at their disposal many tools hat
they can use for researching patent information. Lisa Hoenig pointed
out that PTDI.s have a need for a handout that would mention the
types of searches that are best supported by APS, C11Hi•, or the
USPTO homepage. All were again in agreement on this request.
PTDI.s see this as guidance that would be particularly helpful to
inventors and other patent searchers that show a strong preference of
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

one tool, for example, the USPTO homepage, over another tool.
Note that PTDI.s continue to see C11Hi• as the most reliable and
stable patent search tool. There was concern expressed that C11Hi•
is being perceived as an inferior product when compared to the
USPTO homepage which
features abstracts and yet lacks
up-to-date classification
information. All agreed that a
request be made to have
C11Hi• BIB Files with
abstracts.
2. Business Meeting: The
following are PTDLA business
related items that were
discussed in the executive
board meeting:

a) PTDLA Business Meeting Logistics: Donna Hanson proposed a
merging of break and PTDLA Business meeting. This logistical
change would enable PTDLA members to devote more time to
PTDLA business items without the interruptions and time loss due to
coffee breaks.
b) Groupings for Breakout Sessions: A proposal was made and
agreed upon, that breakout sessions this year be based on type of
library- public, academic, special. The Open Question-and-Answer
Forum would then follow breakout sessions. Topics for break-out
sessions proposed included: Having the PTDLA members discuss the
observation that there is reduced patent/trademark searching business
at PTDI.s because of the availability of patent searching on the
Internet. There are contrasting views being reported on this subject so
far. Some libraries, as reported by Brian Carpenter, Donna Hanson,
Judy Erickson, and others see increased business, some of which is
originating from History & Archeology faculty and technical writing
classes. Yet the USPTO's Public Search Room are observing a
change, reduction, in use. Some PTDI.s also report interacting with
users who bring search printouts from the Internet.
c) Panel Sessions: A report was made that two panel sessions will be
made this year. Presentations will also be made on commercial
databases that complement C11Hi• and USPTO Homepage.
3. Reports from officers and C.Ommittee Chairs: The following
reports were made to the executive:

a) Treasurer's report: Lisa Hoenig gave a treasurer's report, including
current PTDLA membership data. PTDLA has money, a positive
cash flow, it was reported. The PTDLA bank branch is moving, we
need to re-locate account to 1755 Jefferson Davis Highway. The
treasurer also pointed out that a need exists for raising membership
fees of non-PTDL members. Fees for PTDLA affiliate members
need to be higher than those for PTDLA members, as is the case with
SLA and AIA It was decided that this item and the question of the
types of PTDLA memberships are brought before the PTDLA
members as a whole for a discussion and decision.
b) Secretary's report: Brian Carpenter referred the Executive to
secretary's reports that are available in the PTDLA's Newsletter
regarding 1996/97 activities.
c) Elections C.Ommittee report: Rob Williams coordinated the work
of the elections committee. daudine Jenda reported the outcome of
the elections as follows:
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Dave Morrison (Vice-President/ President Elect)
Jean Porter (Treasurer)
Tom Melvin (Region 2)
Jan O>mfort (Region 4)
Brian Carpenter (Region 6)
Jane RWllling (Region 8)
Tom Smisek (Region 10)
To Be Announced (Region 12)
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submitted earlier for review by the PTO. O>pies of the written
responses were distributed at the meeting. Please refer to the
attachment to these minutes for a copy. The following are additional
comments and discussions from the JYIDLA/PTO Business Meeting
that relate to the items covered in the PTO written responses:
Donna Hanson: How do you feel about us (P'IDLs) sending
(superceded) issues of C11H1• CD-ROMs out to be recycled?

d) Long-Range Task Force Rewrt: Items discussed included

Jane Myers: That is fine.

the following:

Donna Hanson: What can JYIDLs do to help with the reconstruction
of indexes since OCR is likely to be challenging for (scanning) pre1900 patents?

I. Duties of Regional Representatives: A need was
expressed for redefining the duties of regional r~resentatives. The
duties would hopefully include introducing new JYIDL members
in the region to their colleagues and to patent/trademark searching
and the role of JYIDLs in general.
II. Publications: It was pointed out that a new
Patent and Trademaik Bibliography is needed. A need for pre-1900
indexes in electronic format was also expressed for facilitating
searching of earlier patents. There was a suggestion that JYIDLA take
on this work as a project and help create or collate data for an
electronic index to pre-1900 patents. Jan O>mfort further proposed
that JYIDLA work on securing a grant for this project. Among the
efforts underway at the time, Dave Morrison reported that the
USPTO has sample facsimile images, covering early patents, made and
evaluated that week. Note though that facsimile images would not
have searchable text. !IX) was mentioned as a possible source of help
with such a project. Related to this topic, there was mention of a need
for standards in the cataloging of Japanese Patent Abstracts that some
JYIDLs will need.

4. AlA and SLA Affiliate Reports: Members were informed-that
the SLA affiliate Status proposal that JYIDLA sought has been
approved. Donna reported that a way of accommodating this request
was one where JYIDLA is viewed as a division, perhaps, an Intellectual
Property Division of SLA.
The meeting adjourned at 7:15 PM

- Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDLA Secretary

I

Minutes of Meeting Between PTDLA Executive
Board & PTO Officials

.

March 23, 1998, Crystal City Marriott, 12:00-1:00 P.M.

Present:
Wes Gewehr. PTO -Administrator, Information Dissemination
Organiz.ations
Jane Myers: PTO - Director, Center for Patent and Trademark
Information
Donna Hanson: JYIDLA- President 1997/98
Carol Giles: PTDLA- Vice-President 1997/98
Dave Morrison: PTDLA - President Elect 1999/2000
Lisa Hoenig: JYIDLA-Treasurer 1997/98
Jean Porter. PTDLA- Treasurer 1998/99
Judy Erickson: PTDLA- Regional Representative

Wes Gewehr. If we can obtain good source for those (pre-1900)
yean;, perhaps we will create bit-mapped images rather than OCR.
(Either way) if we OCR these data, then indexes (for pre-1990 patents)
should be created (m the process).
Judy Erickson & Donna Hanson: (At JYIDLs), we are observing an
increased interest in researching of early patents that range from
historical research by inventors and other researchers to technical
writing research projects as well as mechanical engineering design
projects by students.
Wes Gewehr. The biggest help needed next month is (for JYIDLs and
others) to state how important early patents are.
Carol Giles: For example, in February as Black History Month, we
(P'IDLs) work with students who are assigned African American
inventors to research. Similarly, for Spanish (mventors).
Jean Porter, Lisa Hoenig, & Judy Erickson: From projects that are
seen around, such as the INVENTOR HALL OF FAME, or the
MUSEUM most of which feature posters, it would seem that
cumulations of early patents exist. Carol Giles also provided the
example of St. Louis Public Library which has a homepage of patent
title listings on African Americans (titled INVENTIONS AND
PATENTS BY AFRICAN AMERICANS - 19TH CENTIJRY &
INVENTIONS AND PATENTS BY AFRICAN AMERICANS 20TH CENTIJRY available at http://www.slpl.lib.mo.us/library.htm).
Similar efforts have been made by the Detroit Public Library where
their homepage (at http:///www.detroit.lib.mi.us/ glptc/ ) features
published information sources (titled AFRICAN AMERICAN
INVENTORS DATABASE) covering notable African American
inventors or patents.
Dave Morrison: This point (request for improved access to early
patents) will need to be mentioned and brought up as a discussion
item on the list (for JYIDLA Business Day).
Donna Hanson: From the APS session yesterday, an APS attendee
had the impression that IPC is available on one CD-ROM Is this
information accurate?
Jane Myers: We will check on that. I would suspect that IPC on m
ROM is a product from Paul Claus (a WIPO product).
Donna Hanson: ForJapanese patents, JYIDLs need real good search
documentation.

OaudineJenda: PTDIA-Secretary

Wes Gewehr. (When searching Japanese patents), the date when a
patent was published is important (as an access point).

PTO Written Response to JYIDLA Questions: In preparation for this
year's JYIDLA/PTO Business Meeting, Wes Gewehr and Jane Myers
provided written responses to questions that the JYIDLA executive

Donna Hanson: C11Hi• equipment we (P'IDLs) have now is leased,
when new equipment arrives, will old equipment need to be returned?
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Lisa Hoenig (Also related to equipment): Is there any-way that CD
ROM disc drives could be locked?

Donna Hanson (Additional comments on equipment): General
purpose PCs work faster than our C•Hi• workstations; and the
speed of printing (CAHi•) is a concern (at P'IDI..s).
Wes Gewehr/Jane Myers: (gave W1Sp0ken acknowledgement of
concerns raised regarding equipment).
Donna Hanson: (Asked Wes and Jane) if there is anything we
(P'IDIA) can bring up to the general membership for information or
discussion in our (P'IDIA Business Day) breakout session.

mastered right and had to be re-mastered. The USPTO thought it
would work out better to provide the contractor with patent data in
PostScript instead of paper format. A big communication gap coupled
with a variety of factors lead to the production of unacceptable
microfilm, and consequently, to the delays. The contractor is working
on learning the behind the scenes and pre-processing work, (that
should prevent this problem in the future) .
Meeting adjourned at 1:48 PM

- Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda (PTDIA Secretary)

Wes & Jane: (As a follow-up on Bruce's survey mid related to
questions on equipment, we need to convey the understanding that we
( the USPTO) are in the business of providing standalones, but we will
also address needs of other (P'IDL) libraries {that operate) in network
environment(s).
C.arol Giles (Additional comment related to equipment): Jukeboxes
are helpful. They prevent the going back and forth (searching-loading
accessing and hanclling of multiple discs when searching USAPat files,
especially).
daudineJenda: Having abstracts on the C•..i• BIB disc is highly
desirable to P'IDI..s. C•Hi• BIB is becoming an inferior search
product when compared to the USPfO homepage, which has patent
abstracts.
Wes & Jane: Target date is next year, but there are publisher/software
issues {to be worked out first). (Related to this topic, we expect some)
APS software change; Trademarks (with images) will start next year;
and patents (Globa!Pat) will probably be piloting next year).
Judy Erickson & Donna Hanson:
(P'IDI..s are in need of a
Documentation Training Manual;
also described as a (Patent) Tips &
Tricks Searching Manual. Lisa
Hoenig echoed this need for a
"User Friendly Index and Search
Manual" that uses common terms
when describing subjects of
inventions The manual should use
everyday language that is
understandable to the local inventor.
During the discussion of this request, a suggestion was given that
perhaps what is needed by P'IDI..s is more of a hands-on training
session. A dictionary published by Nolo Press was also offered as a
beginning step to addressing this need.
Wes Gewehr: Perhaps the dictionaries would do, (for now).
Judy Erickson: Are there logos for the USPTO ( that P'IDI..s can use
on patent/trademark brochures or on homepages when advertising
P'IDL patent/trademark search services)?
Jane Myers: The PTO discourages use of its logo to help not confuse
people. (Need for further inquirywas acknowledged).
Donna Hanson: P'IDI..s experienced {patent) microfilm delays ( that
impacted services).
Jane Myers & Wes Gewehr: C.Ommunication problems and technical
problems contributed to the delays. Microfilm was not exactly
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

"No. rully, I'm SOil)' but you can~file for a paJcnt on yoursel r.
You're Ote creation. Your inventor has 10 come in and do thot"

j Minutes of PTDLA Business Meeting
Tuesday, March 24, 1998, Crystal City Marriott
8:30AM - 6:00PM

1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM MARCH 1997 PTDIA
BUSINESS MEETING: Donna Hanson, P'IDIA President, called
the meeting to order at 8:42AM. Rob Williams moved to accept the

minutes, as published in the PIDLA Neu&'etter VoL10{12) March 1998;
and Dave Morrison seconded. The minutes were approved without
changes.
2. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Donna Hanson made several
announcements that included a briefing on the agenda for the business
meeting. She invited everyone to participate in the open forum,
which provides a wonderful opportunity to P'IDL conference
participants to pose questions on patent and trademark related issues
to a panel of PTO officials. She also mentioned opportunities
available for group discussions by type of library in breakout sessions
as well as panel discussions, with participants from P'IDI..s as
presenters and panelists.
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3. REPORTS FROM PIDLA OFFICERS AND
CX)MMfITEE CHAIRS: Donna Hanson invited PTDIA officers
and committee chairs to make reports that may add more information
to officers' reports that are in the newsletter.

-.
'I'

PTDLA VICE-PRESIDENT, Carol Giles: gave a report on her
participation in PTDLP Conference planning this year. She described
her role as one that involved helping arrange for speakers for PTDIA
Day. Carol also encouraged PTDIA members to attend the AlA
Summer, Midwinter, and other Al.A meetings to take advantage of
PTDIA's affiliate status with AfA Attendees were also reminded to
fill out the conference evaluation forms, which are used by the
PTDLP Office to help guide future conferences.
'
PTDIA 1REASURER, Llsa Hoenig: Llsa called the attention of all
PTDIA members to the treasurer's report, which is also in the
newsletter. She invited seminar attendees, wpo are not PTDIA
members, to join PTDIA; and that she was registering members
during the conference week as well.
PTDIA SECRETARY, Claudine Tenda: The secretary's report is also
in the newsletter. Work accomplished during this period involved
assisting with taking and writing of minutes, and lately working closely
with the Elections Committee, coordinating the election of PTDLA
officers.
LONG RANGE PIANNING TASK FORCE GI.AIR, Dave
Morrison: The report from this task force is also in the newsletter.
Dave also mentioned that the task force hopes to have an expanded
role. The committee plans to produce written reports on activities
planned.
PUBLICATIONS CX)MMITTEE
GI.AIR, Christina Byrne: Christina. Byrne
reported that issues of PTDIA
Newsletter Vol.10(12) March, 1998 were
being distributed to PTDIA members
yesterday. The newsletter is also
distributed to PTO officials, and members
of the Legislative Committee. A total of
210 copies of the newsletter were
produced. The Publications Committee is
considering a suggestion of publishing a web-based version of the
newsletter. The committee is also working on a pin for the
association. The committee estimates that 200 copies of the pin will
cost between $380 - 600. The support of the PTDIA Executive
Board will be sought on this project.
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE REPORTS: There were no
additions to reports representatives submitted for publication in the
newsletter.
4. AIAAND SIA AFFILIATE REPORTS: Donna Hanson
reported to the PTDIA membership that PTDIA was given official
notification of the Al.A affiliate status award in January 1998. Donna
encouraged PTDIA members to take advantage of meetings at AfA
She also reviewed the benefits of Al.A affiliate status that include:
representatives getting free registration at meetings; board members
are added to Al.A distribution lists; and insurance benefits that are
available to PTDLA members through AfA Donna also proposed
that PTDIA initiate work on seeking SIA affiliate status. However,
since SIA does not have affiliate memberships, PTDIA may need to
propose that they instead treat PIDIA as a Division of SIA

5. PIDIA WEBSITE AND USTSERV: Esther Crawford has
taken responsibility for creating a website for the association. She
informed attendees that she currently has developed a framework of
subject categories to highlight. She asked the PTDIA membership to
submit content information for inclusion on the PTDIA website.
6. ELECTION CX)MMilTEE REPORT: The Chair of the
Election Committee, Rob Williams, presented the report on behalf of
the committee. Rob informed attendees that he had sought
nominations from the membership for the
vacant PTDIA positions. Ballots were sent
out to PTDIA members via the PTDIA
Listserv. Unfortunately, five members
experienced mail delivery failures that were
not detected, and did not receive the ballot.
To ensure success and greater participation
in the election process, Rob gave two procedural changes: (a). that
February 1st be set as the deadline for preparing the ballot to be sent
out via regular mail; (b). And, that candidates running for vacant
PTDLA Offices be encouraged to provide a biographical sketch that
highlights their platform and any other contributions they hope to
make in the position they aspire for, once elected. Rob Williams also
encouraged all PTDIA members to offer their services by serving on
PTDIA committees, which are an excellent way to learn about PTDL
issues, as well as the inner workings of the patent and trademark fields.
Lastly, Rob Williams thanked all candidates, and also the membership,
for their participation in this election, he then announced the election
results as follows:

VICE-PRESIDENT/PRESIDENT-ELECT: David Morrison, Salt
LakeGty,UT
TREASURER: Jean Porter, Raleigh, NC
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
Region 2: Tom Melvin, Newark, DE
Region 4: Jan Comfort, dernson, SC
Region 6: Brian Carpenter, College Station, TX
Region 8: Jane Running, Springfield, IL
Region 10: Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN
Region 12: [pending]
7. OLD BUSINESS: Three items were presented.

(J). LONG-RANGE Pl.ANNING CX)MMITTEE: Dave Monison
info.nned attendees that the committee is considering a suggestion that
all regional representatives be considered part of the long-range
planning efforts of the association. Regional representatives would be
expected to serve on the Long-Range Planning Committee in addition
to the duties they perform currently.
@ . OLD PATENT INDEXES: Donna Hanson informed
attendees that preservation efforts for old patent indexes are needed
Patent searchers and librarians at PTDLs continue to experience
problems researching early patents. In most cases, indexes are missing,
since a whole lot of them were not part of the issued patent
publications. PTDLs are aware of a 3-volume index that goes to 1873.
When indexes are available, they are deteriorated and in need of
preservation. Donna gave the years 1873-1900 and 1900 - 1968 as
periods that pose the most problems when researching early patents.

am.

PTDIAMEETINGS AT Af..A:. Martha Sneed announced to
all that, given that AlA is in Washington, D.C., Martha's PTDLP
Office will offer PTDIA meeting room space at Al.A.
8. NEW BUSINESS: Two items were presented.
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a). PURGIASING CASSIS CD-ROM EQUIPMENT: Johanna
Johnson, Dallas, TX submitted for consideration under new business a
suggestion that the PIDIA or PTO work out a way that would enable
PIDu to purchase existing C•..i• CD-ROM equipment. Johanna
argued that PIDu are likely to purchase the equipment and to obtain
a better deal, if the bid is done collectively than if each individual
PIDL worked independently.

(ll). PIDLA MEMBER.Slfil FEE RATES: Lisa Hoenig informed
the PIDLA membership that a need exists for PIDLA to consider
raising PIDLA. membership fees for individuals from non-PIDL
constituencies that wish to join PIDLA.. This would be consistent
with practices of other professional associations on fee rates. At the
moment, the fee PIDLA assesses on all members is not differentiated
regardless of whether they are individuals from PIDu or non-PIDL.5
or if they are a corporate member.
Donna Hanson announced the agenda for the rest of PIDLA Day,
from 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM
PIDLA Business Meeting adjourned at 9:25 AM
Respectively Submitted,

- Claudine Jenda, Secretary

I PTDLA Business Meeting-Open Forum
Tuesday, March 24, 1998, Crystal City Marriott

USPTO Open Forum Panelists:

Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager, Patent & Trademark Depository
Library Program (PTDLP)
Jane Myers, Director, Office of Patent and Trademark Information
Mande Putnam, Administrative Librarian, PIDLP
.
Kathy Holland, Manager, Customer Services
Jeanne Oliver, Manager, General Information Services
Lany Larson, Computer Specialist, Office of Electronic Information
Products
Bruce Cox, Manager, Optical Disc Publishing Program (ODPP)
Jim Hirabayashi, Computer Specialist, Office of Electronic
Information Products
Facilitator: Donna Hanson, President, Patent and Trademark
Depository Library Association (PTDLA)

.

Tom Tumer, Tempe, AZ: I am not sure who to direct this question
to, it is a question regarding videos. I think a lot of us have benefited
from the Haw to On:iH:ta Patmt SeardJ at a P1DL video that came out
last year. It has been very useful. I am wondering if there is any
consideration given, with the implications of changes in the electronic
products, to producing videos for some of them in two years or
whatever [so as to incorporate changes the electronic products may
have undergone]? And more specifically, with C111Hia CD-ROM
discs, are there any plans to release a similar [training] video on
trademarks?

Martha Sneed: Yes, to both questions. Probably the first thing we
hope to do is a trademark video, and then we will certainly re-visit the
[production of the] patent video. I am sure that will be done in about
two to three years, although we are afraid of it [the production of the
trademark video] because there is a difference between trademark and
patent searching. Patent searching has very specific steps, while
trademark searching is a little scary [in that it is not as straightforward
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

and specific all the time]. We worked on the script in-house a lot for
the patent video, with the assistance of patent examiners and patent
classifiers. But, we felt very comfortable with that [patent video]
dialogue and the instructional part of it. But, with trademarks, we will
probably rely a lot more, with script development, on trademark
examiners and attorneys for guidance on how it [the trademark script]
relates to and how it would work for PIDu. [To sum up1 yes that
[production of a trademark video] will be the first one, and certainly
we will re-visit the other [production of a patent video]. But then, may
be the product that we finally end up with for patents should be in a
different format from a video! Because we have talked about that, if
there are other ways [and formats such as multimedia] to work on
[for an instructional tool for patents]. We are open to exploring and
considering other technological formats that may be just as effective
and may better encompass the technological formats for existing
patent and trademark search tools.
Diane Richmond, Chicago, IL: We use the video all the time. We just
use it now in place of the one that they made at Cincinnati Public
Library, which we have been using for years and years, and it is very
helpful. I used to like the Cincinnati Public Library video very much
for the way in which they explained how the index [hm to the US.
Patmt OassifimJm, S}5tlm] worked and the class and subclasses in the
index and the manual [Manual ofClassifimtmJ It seemed to me that it
was a little clearer and more specific, and may be a little more
technical. But, if they are going to update the video, as much as I love
using the video we have right now, I would suggest that more effort be
made to explain how the class/subclasses work, please.

Martha Sneed: 1bat is a good comment. I have to say that I have
really been impressed with the videos that the PIDL.5 have done. The (
Cincinnati video was wonderful. And, I thought the Orlando video
was very good, too. And there was a third one that was also good. So,
actually we reviewed and used all of those videos in the process of
making our video. We will certainly consider your suggestion [of
having clearer explanations of the way the index, the manual , and the
class/subclasses work] the next time around
Bruce Cox: I just want to add to the discussion about videos, that we
have an initiative in the budget for producing multimedia training
products for our in-house products. That will include products on the
[C111Hi•] workstations. That multimedia products will not replace the
train.ipg videos because they will be product specific; but they will
[instead] supplement videos in the sense that while videos give you a
sense of 'here are the various search steps,' the multimedia products
will be more on 'how to use this product' as well as various other
products that are provided on other media such as DVD, CD-ROM
and other formats.
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN.: Jeanne, in the new Basic Facts alx>ut
Tradimtuks, they give a 703-number for the Trademark Assistance
Center (IAQ. People like [to use] the 1-800-Numbers rather than the
703, and they think that they can't get to the TAC without the 800number. Does that make sense?
Jeanne Oliver: Yes, it makes sense. Eventually, the 308-9000 number
[1-703-308-9000]will go away altogether, we anticipate. Right now, on
April 6th, 1998, when we switch over, what we will do is anyone who
calls that [1-703-308-9000] number will automatically come in to
General Information Services whether they dial the 800-number or
not.. Eventually, when they re-do the book [Basic Facts a1aa
Tra&m:irks] they will be putiing the 1-800-Number in. Now, whether
or not they should publish the non-800 number, the 9000 number or

l
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the HELP-nwnber, is under discussion. But, the fact of the matter is
the calls are coming to us [General Information Services] anyway, so
your patrons should be calling the 800-nwnber, they can use the 800number.
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: I want to ask Jeanne a [follow-up]
question. Is that 1-800-number on the
web page [http://www.uspto.gov/] as
well?
Jeanne Oliver: Yes, it is on every page
of the catalog as well, it is everywhere...
Jane Myers: It may be helpful to tell
people that 308-HELP is not an 800number.
Jeanne Oliver: We are really trying to put eveiy number that we
publish out there.
Eric Mayer, Buffalo, NY: You mentioned something about m
ROM, DVD, [in an earlier discussionl Is that the 12-slot tower that
Bruce referred to earlier or is it something else to give out?
Bruce Cox: Those are the towers.
Robert Williams, Anchorage, AK: I wonder when we are going to see
the Genera/, Jnfarmatxn Cnmnmg Pi:rtmts include the forms, the last one
did not include any.
Jane Myers: I think the answer is no. Of course the forms are on our
web site [http:/ /www.uspto.gov/]. We are coming out with a new
publication called Guile tD Filing a Utility Patent. Applicatm, which used to
include forms. However, we made a decision not to include the forms
[in Genera/, Jnformatm CnmnmgPi:rtmts] because the forms are changing
a lot nowadays than they used to; and we are not publishing these
paper products as often in paper as we used to. So, call for forms that
are needed otherwise access the Internet.
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: Users prefer printed forms. We need
to be able to provide printed copies to users who ask for sets of
forms.
Jeanne Oliver: That is what my 800-numbers are for, because those
are the folks we deal with. I have a separate set of package of forms.
It is a paper package of all commonly used forms and we [at General
Information Services] are able to keep that up-to-date on a practically
daily basis. We just copy what we need and inter-space the new forms
as they come out. So, anytime anybody needs forms or just a basic
page or if they can identify which forms they need, because you [at
PTDI...s] have the [forms] books, just tell them to call the 800-number
and we will send them to you.
Robert Williams, Anchorage, AK.: You say they can call you, are you
still supplying the booklet [General, /nfarmatm, CnmnmgPi:rtmts]?
Jeanne Oliver: Yes, customers can call, and we will send them out.
We are not distributing Genera/, /nform:l1iaz Cnmnmg Pi:rtmts at this time
from my office. That is still a sale item through GPO at the time. We
are doing Basic Facts CnmnmgPatmts, we are doing all the guides, and
we will soon have hot off the press the Guile 1D Filing Utility Patent.
Applii:atim, and the guides for Design and Plant patent applications.
All that we have. But right now we are not doing the Genera/,
Informati:n CnmnmgPatmts. I am hoping that that will be something
that we can announce at next year's conference, right now that is still a
GPO item.
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Erich Mayer, Buffalo, NY: What about the three-ring binder that we
have of patent forms. Do you also keep that up-to-date, what should
we do with those?

Manha Sneed: You received a whole new report of forms about a
year and half or so ago and then we sent out another whole reprint in
June 1997. What is going to happen now is that we will be getting
change pages as they occur, and you will be getting your change pages
from me [from the PTDLP Office] , instead of a big reprint, for you
to update your forms pages. We will let the PTDLP Office work with
Jeanne Oliver's office to show contents pages of forms for both
standard and change pages, so you have a list of what the basic forms
are which the PTO is disseminating. As you get those change pages
and the standard ones, we certainly want to hear from you on other
ways that would be helpful for you to have this information.
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: I think the last time those forms
came out, part of the problem was that there was no contents page.
When the forms come out next, could they come out with tables of
contents so that we know which are the current forms and what are
the form numbers? And if they come out with Jeanne's list, can you
also identify what are basic forms? Because one of the basic questions
we [at PTDI...s] get constantly, which people naively think we should
respond to, is 'what are the basic forms', and yet we [PTDI...s] have
been advised not to advise people on what are the basic forms.
Jane Myers: Yes, Tom, we get that question a lot as well., 'What are
the forms?' We will be coming out with some information on that. It
might be helpful as reminder that [you know] that the procedures that
we have recently put in place are that when the forms are changed.
They go out first to the web site [http://www.uspto.gov/] and then
the tables of contents on the web site are updated. And so, if you
need an updated tables of contents, you can download that from the
website, and just print it out. With these new procedures in place, the
new forms come in to a specific person in my office who then
distributes them to Larry for the website; to Jeanne for General
Information, and to Manha for the PTDI...s. That's the way it will
work for now, it's a new process.
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: The missing link in that is still the
answer to the question 'What are the basic forms?' And on the
website booklet of forms, it says 'these are the basic forms.'
Jan~ Myers: Right, that information has been on the website for
about three months. We are working on that.
Esther Crawford, Houston, TX: I have a question about the CAssi•
usage logs. Right now we collect statistics only on those machines that
are maintained by AJ. Edwards. How do you keep track of usage
statistics when it is on more than one machine, which is the case at
somePTDI...s?
Bruce Cox: It is a difficult question to answer. It was the case in the
past with the older workstations that you could use the same menu
system and capture usage on any DOS machine, and some of you did
that and supplied floppy disks accordingly. With the current
workstations and menu system, which captures the [usage]
information, obviously it will work on the machine where the menu
system is installed. If you do not have the menu installed, it is not
going to capture usage information. So, we are looking at the next
generation of machines and evaluating menu systems that do some
data capture, and we are not sure what that will look like. But the
same situation may [again] apply; a menu system will do the logging of
usage and process that data as well.
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You have not seen [usage] reports for some time because the data
has not been stored properly here, I am embarrassed to say. We are
addressing that issue. We thought that A .J. Edwards would be able to
process the backlog of usage data but it turned out that he was not
able to. We [hope] to give a contr;u:tor a task to do to recover as
much data as possible, so we can put the data in a database and again
generate reports on a periodic basis and at least give you some idea of
the level of usage at your PIDL and usage at other libraries. But, I
think the situation is going to improve. I realiu that it is a real low ebb
right now. I do appreciate the importance of the data. As far as
capturing the data not on C11a•i• workstations, I do not really know
the answer, unless you consider licensing the menu capturing system
and put it on your other machines.
,
Diane Richmond, Chicago, IL: We have C•Hi• on six different
machines, one is the workstation we got from you (USPTO), three of
those are windows-based and the remaining are DOS; and we have
not reported usage statistics for years. I was embarrassed, too until
you said you were! But I would rather not report usage at Chicago
Public Library than report half or less of what [patent/trademark
searching] we are doing. So, by all means, if there can be some kind of
a fix...
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: Do you get the impression that Bruce
does not like to deal with this on a dinosaur like machine...
Bruce Cox: Maybe we need completely different software that can
read and work with any menu system. If anyone has ideas on this, let
meknow.
PIDL Representative: I asked A.J. Edwards, and he supplied a
second disk.
PIDL Representative: I asked [AJ. Edwards] and he did not supply.
PIDL Representative: Is there a video on teleconferencing?

think that it's best to remove that information if you do not have
current classification information. Probably, it is in the users' best
interest to remove that. Again, that [recommendation being made] is
based on my understanding that was announced yesterday that
classification information is not current.
Jane Myers: Right, the part that is not current is the search of the
Manual, <fOassifo:atm. The Manual, and the Oassifo:atm Definitms are
not updated. And we will consider your suggestion.
Arey Spare, Houston, 1X: Remind me why [patent and trademark]
data is not being created on the Internet? The Internet is convenient
for instruction, for example.

Bruce Cox: The aim is not to duplicate what the PTO has, it [patent
and trademark data at the USPTO] is an archival collection. Realiu
that in some ways it [the Internet] is inconvenient. For example for
trademarks and graphics - it is a challenge, resources are limited. How
to organize images is challenging, and how to deal with technical
questions, for example, directory space for files and images. The first
test disc was done eight to ten times because it generates a lot of
directory space; combining registered, pending and alive files. DVD
may offer solutions. How to convert yellow pages to something that
can display on the Internet is challenging. We do CD-ROM because
at first that is all we could do.
Larry Larson: We do not have the computer facilities or bandwidth to
hancile the large data that is on CD-ROM

Selma Etter, Amherst, MA: On new workstations, will we be able to
access the web through it? I use it [CH•i• workstation] for
instruction. It would be nice to move from the web to C11Hi• [and

back].
Bruce Cox: Technically, it's certainly feasible, it is feasible. But
whether or not you can will depend largely on you. You will have to
provide the connection, browser and fees incurred and supervision of
the workstation and take responsibility for its use . These are largely
policy issues. We will provide a workstation for patent/trademark
searching, but whether or not you choose to provide a [telephone,
modem or Internet] connection to the workstation will depend on
you. You will be able to if you want to.

Martha Sneed: Partnership
libraries experience cases when
video conferencing fails. We
have talked about doing
videoconferencing with more
PIDLs. I would like to
encourage more PIDLs to go
on tour tomorrow so you can
see how videoconferencing is
done, and explore the
possibilities of utilizing
videoconferencing with the
PTO. Initially, the intended use
of videoconferencing was for examiner interview, for
applicant/examiner interviews. But now, videoconferencing is used
more for Lecture Series than the original intended use.
Videoconference Lecture Series has been of major use. We need to
consider [other] technical uses [of videoconferencing]. Partnerships
choose a topic for a lecture. At Sunnyvale, lectures have been very
useful and verywell received.

Jim Miller, College Park, MD: I am still not sure what is wrong with
the Manual, <fOassifo:atm on the web. If we can get the Manual, on the
ASSIST disc on C•Hi•, what is the problem with putting it on the
web?

Patrick Ragains, Reno, NV: I have a question about the content of
your web pages [onhqp://www.US,Pto.~ov/]. Your pages are
generally thought of as excellent and well reviewed, and they contain a
number of library publications. If I understood what was said
yesterday correctly, if the Manual, <fCJassifo:aJxn is out of date, and since
we have many users coming to those web pages on their own, I would

Jane Myers: Jim, I talked about this a little yesterday. The source data
used for the Manual, <fOassif,a,tim and Oassifo:atir:nDefinitms requires a
lot of manual processing before we can get them onto the CD-ROMs.
The type of processing that would be needed to put the data on the
web is a little bit different, but it would be a lot. And we are waiting,
patiently, for the source data providers to provide a more user friencily

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

Christina Byrne, Seattle, WA:. But the telephone [connection] does not
matter in a university campus. And there is supervision of C11Hi•
that occurs, to varying degrees, at PIDLs.
Bruce Cox: Yes, that is true, 80% of you [PIDLs] have access to
something other than a telephone line. This may be largely a policy
issue. But, is that a situation everywhere [ that you have complete
supervision of Internet usage]?
PIDL Representatives: No.

l
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data format that will not require all that manual processing. And, we
do not presently have the resmrrces to do that kind of manual
processing. That is really the problem, but we will be looking at this.
Meanwhile, you have the information on CAHi•. We are expecting
to get better-formatted source data, and at that time, it will be loaded
ontheweb.
Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK: Am I [as a P'IDL] responsible for
hardware failure on CAHi• Mark III Workstation, since P'IDLs are
given the freedom and responsibility for networking the workstations
if they so desire?
Bruce Cox: If hardware fails, we will replace
it. The USPTO will maintain hardware
whether or not it is networked. We will re
install software and do whatever is needed to
get you operational. Patrick Ragains, Reno, NV: I have a question
or may be it is just a comment. We had to re
format the hard drive on the new CAHi• workstation. AJ. Edwards
was very helpful in sending out a new Cl) drive. We had to re-load
the operating system and then the next step we had to do was re
install the individual CAHi• products. I was not able to re-install the
Japanese Patent discs. We were unable to resolve that, I sent him
several messages. He seemed at a bit of a loss as to what to do. I
wonder if anyone else has experienced that. I was able to use it
[CAHi• workstation] successfully before I re-formatted the drive but
now I simply can not re-install it.
Bruce Cox: All I can say is that we will look into this. I will convey
this message to Jeff Alderson. When anything like this happens and
you are not satisfied with the answers you get from AJ. Edwards, send
an e-mail directly to Jeff Alderson, Product Engineer for the Optical
Disc Publishing Programs.
Patrick Ragains, Reno, NV: Thank you. This was the situation early
on when we installed the new workstation. I really did not have that
need [now]. But this (present forum] would be a good time to address
this [equipment) problem. Since I have a lot of other responsibilities, I
just let the issue drop. This [report) is not a general criticism of AJ.
Edwards, [the contractor].
Bruce Cox: I understand I understand
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: Is there a concordance between x
numbered patents and the patent numbers and patentees? Users that
we serve at P'IDLs would find such a tool useful for doing searches of
early patents.

Martha Sneed: Sounds like there is something to work with, and we
should probably look at this for you and for our public search room
patrons as well.
Kathy Holland: I think so.
Erich Mayer, Buffalo, NY: I am aware of a file! A hand-written file, I
don't.know what it is. When I was a fellow [frademark Fellowship
Librarian1 I got something photocopied via Mande [Mande Putnam].
I am sony to put you on the spot like this, Mande. I photocopied it
and it is on my shelf. It is a list in essentially date order with (patent]
numbers. It is all hand-written, hardly typed, and I don't know what it
IS•••

Martha Sneed: But, that is not a concordance to the RP stuff [file]?
Kathy Holland: This may have been a project over the years given to
several people to do. It could be that is something that somebody did
on their own time, and they did not check off to cross check with
patents that exist. There is lots of room for putting all that
information together. It would be an interesting project.

Martha Sneed: I will go down to the search room next week, and take
a look at the list that Kathy has in the search room and see if that will
answer your question. Because, I don't know, and I am not familiar
with that part [of our operations], [I can not say if this will answer your
question completely]. I actually have the original document that lists
every detail of the first 9,900 to 10,000 patents. [However1 right now,
as far as I knew, we had no way of helping you with that [concordance
information on inventors and patent numbers for early patents). But,
let me check next week, and [if the file is likely to be of some use to
you1 I will get a message out to you on the e-mail and let you know
what that is and how we can help you find that information.
Bruce Cox: Put in a larger context, Dave and Bruce are discussing
OCR requirements for converting the patent back file. We need to
find out what exists already in the search room and put it together to
see how these would contribute to creating complete bibliographic
access to the patent back file. We need to find other ways such as old
indexes not just OCR. [For example, we have a report] from Central
America where they created a file from OGs [Official Gazettes]. That
way, bits and pieces of information that is available would be brought
together manually by keying the data and electronically to help create a
complete patent back-file. Isn't that what we want?
P'IDL Representatives: Loud Applause.

Martha Sneed: We are dealing with short-term solutions here!
P'IDL Representatives: More Loud Applause.

Martha Sneed: We have not undertaken that as a project?

Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: In the short term, Erich, how long is
the list that is sitting on your shelfl

USPTO Panelists: That is correct.

Erich Mayer, Buffalo, NY: It's 2" thick!

Kathy Holland: Although, that is something that is of interest to all
patrons. The Public Search Rooms have a card file in number order
and inventor number order. There is a project being considered aimed
at getting all inventor data as a data file or something similar started
We do have a data mark-up. There is a possibility of producing some
data perhaps captured in electronic format.

Jeanne Oliver: I have the same lot you have, Erich! I started my
fellowship creating an index similar to that.

Martha Sneed: Is that taken from the RP. File?
Kathy Holland: I think so...
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Charlotte Erdmann, West Lafayette, IN: Is there going to be a virus
checking program on these machines [the new CAHi• workstations]?
Bruce Cox: OK, we will look into that.
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: When I install the new USAPat discs
every week, why does the system go out and search every single CD
ROM drive before it goes to install the disc in the drive where it is
placed?
13
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Bruce Cox: It beats me. I am not sure that it is part of the
[programming instructions in the] operating system. Susan, What did
you say?
Susan Ardis, Austin, T.: That is what the autoexec.bat tells it to do,
because it has to re-install and maintain itself. There is an instruction
in its program that you can see that tells it to do that.
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: Why does the autoexec.bat have to tell
it to do that? It seems some of the general-purpose workstations that
I also install for other applications do the installation much faster than

C•--••·
Bruce Cox: I will add that to things to check and look into for the
new C•-•• Marie m workstations.
'

Mike: Whose responsibility is it to make sure that the USPfO website
is registered with various search engines, and how often is that done?
Lany Larson: For the site as a whole, we go out to register the overall
site with major search engines, two or three times a year. Beyond that
point, we don't do anything.
Cynthia Banidci: We have submitted our address to be checked on a
routine basis.
Rob Williams, Anchorage, AK: How do you define and determine
what is a major search engine? There are about 97 engines out there.

Lany Larson: We have been relying on a program, and those engines
that newsletters review highly.

cd

should be given to bringing in a practicing bar attorney.

Martha Sneed: That is also a good
suggestion. Perhaps we should
encourage PTDIA to host such a day
on PTDIA Business Day. Of course
~\\\\
keeping in mind that you are going to
-~
receive some very personal perspective.
~
We have had a little bit of an
opportunity to travel around to do and be a part of patent/trademark
seminars that have been held by various PTDL libraries. And a lot of
times there has been a local patent attorney brought in on the
programs. We have heard such a wide array of opinions on what you
should or should not do. My only guidance is that you should
understand that any such expert brought in would be expressing their
personal opinion. Whereas, with the Office of Enrollment &
Discipline from the USPTO, it is again their personal take you are
going to get too, however, that take also represents an agency take.
But certainly the association is welcome to host such a day. That is a
perfect idea.
Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK: I am curious to know, has there been
some Mimosa training, including hands on training, offered prior to
now?
Bruce Cox: What you had yesterday was probably the best available
expertise on the subject. If you can express a need for that by putting
it on your evaluation, then we can make a judgment on how much
effort to put into that program.

Tom Andersen, Sacramento, CA: I want to share comments received
from my staff. My staff gets exceptional service from AJ. Edwards,
this may be a minority view. I don't deal directly with him, but from
my staff, when I ask how things are going, they seem very pleased with
the service. This is just foryour information.

Lisa Hoenig, Toledo, OH I have a suggestion that I have made in a
couple of other meetings prior to this forum. I would like to see a
publication, say a one sheet publication that we would give out to
users, that explains the differences on the types of searches that can
be conducted on C11Hi• CD-ROM, the website, and on APS. It is
hard to explain to someone why he or she would want to use APS
over and above C11Hi• sometimes. And a lot of times we find that
they have just done all of their searching on the web, and they think
their searching is complete with just a web search. I think this would
be a useful publication to all of us.

Bruce Cox: That is good to hear. I appreciate that.

PTDL Representatives: Applause..And Unanimous Approval.

Tom Andersen, Sacramento, CA: This is from a discussion [ that is
still not resolved] held two years ago. When do you cross the line on
legal advice, and how far do you go to help a user, for example, with
choosing class/subclasses for searching? I think it would be useful to
have guidance on how far PTDLs should go in helping someone with
Manual cfOassifo:aJ;m searching.

Bruce Cox: Good ideal

Jan Comfort, demson, SC: On the use of PTDL logs, last year, we
were told not to use.

Martha Sneed: I got a master floppy last week. We will get it to.
you next week.

.

Martha Sneed: We really have to give that [subject] some very careful
consideration. It was a while back when this subject was discussed last
in this forum. In fact, at the very beginning lectures on this subject
were given by the Office of Enrollment & Discipline, who basically
wound up terrifying and alienating the [PTDL] audience. They were
coming from a very different perspective. We need to re-visit the
subject and obtain guidance. And I guess we, maybe, did not do such
a good job of explaining to them who the audience was [for those
guidelines] and the guidance that is needed. We may have caused the
fault here. We have some new leadership there now, and we have had
some really good lines of communication. We certainly could re-visit
that next year or so.
Sandy Campbell, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada: My approach on this
was to ask a practicing lawyer. Perhaps for next year, consideration
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1
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Carol Giles, St. Louis, MO: On the same note, could reference also be
made to what you can do at a PTDL that can not be done on the
website, for example? Is that possible?

Martha Sneed: Part of me says you [PTDLs] are not all the same.
And I do think that it is really important for every PTDL to have
their own version and their own guidance on what [resources and
services] they have available. You can take a look at the things you
have already done, such as guides you have already done, and see if
there is a way to properly incorporate that concept without interfering
with the many variations that exist in PTDLs. We need to take a look
at existing guides, and at webpages, as well as the 'seven step strategy'
and the many different ways that you can get at the information in a
search and incorporate them into guides that are representative of
your particular PTDL.
Johanna Johnson, Dallas, TIC: Can the PTO help us [PTDLs] as a
group get a better price quote for C11Hi• Mark II workstations, the
equipment we already own. As a group, we are likely to get a better
14
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rate than if we negotiated the purchase price of the equipment
individually, library by library.

. r■

Bruce Cox: Let me make a couple of comments about the current
contract first. The price of the contract essentially pays for the loan on
money used to buy machines over the course of three years. But,
probably many of you will be considering a purchase of the equipment
before the lease is completely up in which case you [PTDLs] would be
expected to recover the remaining equity of the machines. That is not
going to be exactly the same value for each PTDL because we will not
be in a position to ship the new equipment to PTDLs at exactly the
same time. Because of the nature of this contract, the PTO does not
want to be involved. PTO can provide the value of the contract,
which will include the interest on loan. This is the most you can
expect in terms of advice from the PTO. What you bid, however, will
have to be what you think the equipment is worth. The contract
explicitly says that the PTO will not buy back.
Tom Smisek, Minneapolis, MN: One more question. I am wondering
about things like X-Search and other equipment that is sold to
partnership libraries; and if some sort of arrangement, like the one that
is currently made with APS, could be made to sell those [partnership
equipment] to the rest of us. Is it a big cost?

Martha Sneed: APS Text is easily sold to the whole [PTDL] network
because it is supplied through dial-up access. For other equipment
such as X-Search and APS Image, the partnership libraries are
reimbursing us because these systems require installing lines to provide
access. There is a big cost. So, it is not an equivalent situation. And
there is also another consideration, and that is that APS text will not
get outside of PTDLs, to avoid interfering with patent examiner and
trademark examiner usage and access to these systems. We are aware
of times in the past when during PTDL Conference we offered APS
Training Sessions for three days in March, and this time coincided with
a peak end-of-the quarter period for examiners; and we maxed the
system out and caused it to crash. There are issues like that to
consider in regard to our systems because they do not go out beyond
the PTDL network to make sure that what we do does not negatively
impact examiners' usage.
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Martha Sneed: The decision is made by the PTDLP Office.
Donna Hanson, Moscow, ID: Regarding new equipment ddivery,
what criteria will be used on who gets it first? Is it alphabetical, or
need or whatever? This subject was also covered in Wes Gewehr's
presentation.
Wes Gewehr, USPTO Administrator for Information Dissemination:
That [presentation] was referring to the fact that individual library
needs are factored into the decision. Some libraries may need
standalone, while others may prefer a network environment.
Bruce Cox: No. It is entirely up to Martha Sneed! We will ddiver in
the order she provides.
PTDL Representatives: Loud Applause.

Martha Sneed: We will come to you [PTDLs] and find out, and make
an assessment of need. There is no question that at any given time,
depending on the situations you face and environments you work in,
some libraries experience a greater need for new working equipment
than others. Such libraries are considered first. Last time, the delivery
of equipment was done on a need basis.
PTDL Representative: When can we expect delivery of
patent/trademark data through the Internet?

Martha Sneed: A lot of this touches on strategic planning for the
depository programs. PTDLs will be involved in the planning of
format change as has been the case before. The transition to the
Internet needs to be approached carefully, especially as a replacement
tool or an add-on tool.
Meeting adjourned at 5:02 P.M.

- Respectfully submitted, Claudine Jenda, PTDIA Secretary

Muy Oare Sprott, Sunnyvale, CA Jeanne, since all of us are different,
how do you describe PTDLs to your customers?
Jeanne Oliver: We don't. We describe a typical PTDL, and advise the
user to call the specific PTDL to obtain information on service,
collections, and hours. In the futore, we plan to automate that type of
information, perhaps from the directory. There is no way we could
communicate very specific information on · each PTDL to customers
who call. We are relying on you to tell the individual customers
specific information on your library when they call you.
Martha Sneed: I have a postcript to that. Sometimes, callers approach
and reach various offices at the PTO, some of whom may be giving
wrong expectations. When such information is tracked, it is often not
in Jeanne's office areas where wrong information originated.
Cynthia Banicki: I would like to invite PTDLs to provide us with their
libraries' web sites. There are only four more libraries whose home
pages need to be linked to the USPTO' s. Many of you have basic
information such as contact information, and service hours on your
web pages which customers can also use when they access the
Internet.

"Heeds worlc. Denied."

Betsy Lowther, Philaddphia, PA: What format will information be in?
Published by TigerPrints, 1999
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I Message from the PTDL Progran
C.areer development will be the focus for this year's message to
each of you. You know from personal experience that intellectual
property is a booming business. Patent filings and trademark filings
continue to increase by substantial percentages each year at the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office (USPI'O). Intellectual property
protection and enforcement is more important to business than ever
before, the number of applicants seeking to pass the patent bar is on
the increase each year, and the growth of various cottage industries
related to intellectual property is on the rise. There are companies
which offer document delivery and online search services, track and
pay maintenance fees, perform citation searches, and even marlret
patent plaques for inventors. Inventor organiz.ations are popping up
all over the oountry in greater numbers.
It should oome as no
swprise that intellectual property as a library specialization has
developed in pace.
While I have no
supporting data to
make
this
assumption, my belief
is that the emergence
of the "intellectual
property librarian" is
almost exclusively driven by the existence of the Patent and
Trademark Depository Library Program. Llbrarians who work closely
with the delivery of PTDL services within an institution acquire a
unique knowledge base, which is becoming a real plus on a resume. It
is no longer unusual to see this requirement included in vacancy
positions listed in the professional literature. While it is true that
special librarians work with intellectual property information in their
respective settings, in law firm libraries and corporate libraries, the
unique focus of the PTDL Program has created a pool of experts
drawn together by their institution's statutmy relationship with the
federal agency whose responsibility it is to generate intellectual
property protection, the USPTO.
This relationship has led to specialization in a couple important
ways. First, the PTDL Program, in instituting _annual training
programs over 20 years ago, spawn&! the need and opportunity for
librarians to form the Patent Depository Library Advisory C.Ouncil, the
precursor to the current Patent :md Trademark Depository Llbrary
Association (PTDLA). The PTDLA has since created pathways for
professional development and growth among its membership by
offering opportunities to hold office, serve on committees, make
presentations, publish, and offer recommendations to the USPTO
regarding the PTDL network.
Through PTDLA membership,
librarians have carried their issues and concerns into work with other
organizations such as the Special Libraries Association, GOOORT,
and the Depository Llbrary C.Ouncil of the U.S. Government Printing
Office. The PTDLA became an affiliate of the American Llbrary
Association last year, an important step. The network of European
patent libraries is now interested in benchmarking PTDIA in order to
better define how they may unify their many diverse institutions. The
future for PTDIA holds great promise as the one organiz.ation that
binds together information professionals that have an intellectual
property information specialty in their daily work of serving public
clients.
In addition to providing a venue for PTDIA, the PTDL Program
also contributes to the development of the profession by placing a
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

heavy emphasis on training through a variety of mechanisms.
Remember that the USPTO provided documents to Patent
Depository Libraries for over a hundred years (1871-1977) prior to the
development of the PTDL Program office. Access to documents and
databases are only one part of the picture. The PTDL Program did
not get established and flourish until the USPTO understood that it
had to deliver much more than sow-ce documents to fulfill its mission.
Knowledge and expertise provided by virtue of the relationship
between the library and the USPTO is what truly differentiates a
PTDL librarian from any other librarian, especially in these days of
wider availability of information through means such as the Internet.
This transmission of knowledge and expertise, utilized and
transformed by the individual librarian, has been the differentiating
factor since 1977, and is the single factor that has contributed to the
growth of the profession.
Therefore, I encourage each of you to continue contributing
articles to the professional literature which focus on your work as an
intellectual property information specialist; to build your professional
association through meaningful committee work and partnerships with
other organiz.ations; to remain engaged with the challenges incumbent
in your role as the expert in your libraries; and to actively use your
expertise to further your personal job development goals. I am always
delighted when your role as the PIDL specialist at your libraries leads
to promotion, tenure and recognition, for it is through these means
which our profession is built and enhanced. Share the issues regarding
your daily challenges of service delivery in your libraries with the
PTDL Program. While we won't have all the answers, we have the
ability to act on ideas that will benefit the network as a whole.
Together let us work toward the strengthening of your profession. I (
look forward to sharing some additional ideas with you at the 22nd
Annual PTDL Training Seminar!
--Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager, Patent & Trademark
Depository library Program
1

An

•~s

Story

One afternoon, Jim Quintus' wife paged him to say that she knew
he had been home during the day because the garage door was left
opened. This simple mistake led to the development and eventual
issue of U.S. Patent 5,752,343 UniU!r;al. Gar~ Door Om:!r, May. 19,
1998.

Quintus, an X-ray service engineer and Edmond resident, spent the (
next six months designing a device to add on to an existing garage
door opener. "I knew there had to be some way to automatically close
a garage door when you forget."
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He tinkered on his wife's kitchen table, hooking up various
resistors, capacitors, transistors, and integrated circuits. After several
failures, he hit on a combination that produced the desired effect.

News from the PTDLs

His device ensures that the garage door closes automatically if left
open past a certain time frame, which is selected by the user. This can
be anywhere between three and thirty minutes.
"For example, you may want it opened for a longer time in the
winter when you're wanning your car up so that you can avoid the
build up of fumes." Also included is an override program that allows
users to keep the door open for cleaning or garage sales. There is also
an electronic sensor that closes the door when it gets dark. Each
feature is operated using three buttons.
Once Quintus perfected the mechanism, he began the process of
obtaining patent protection. His first stop was at the OSU Patent and
T rademaik. Depository Library. He speht a day conducting a
preliminary patent search. "I was saddened to find that there were
several other 'add-on' closers already patented. But then I realized it
was actually encouraging, because the patents I found addressed the
same idea, but didn't work like mine."
The second step toward patent protection was to retain the services
of a registered patent attorney or agent. "After all," notes Quintus,
"when you apply for a patent, you're playing marbles with the big
boys."
The attorney filed Quintus' patent application in April 1996. "The
first contact with the Patent Examiner was discouraging," he says.
"My attorney recommended that we amend the claims to allow for
prior art references found by the examiner." Following the rewording
of a specific claim, Quintus was notified that his patent had been
awarded, roughly two years after the initial application.

Girrently, Quintus is negotiating with a garage door opener
company. "I hope to recapture the $4,500 I spent ·getting my patent,
and I would like a small royalty for each unit the manufacturer
produces." He is also working on other inventions that address
alerting homeowners to other adverse conditions, such as water
temperatures, and doors ajar.
"Everybody, sometime or another, has left their garage door open.
The price of my add-on is a small amount to pay for peace of mind"

-Julia Crawford, Stillwater, OK

I Akron, Ohio
Akron-Summit County Public Library

The Akron Summit County Public Library Patent and Trademaik.
C.enter has had a productive year. In the past year, we have installed a
video viewing room. This gives our patent patrons an in-house area to
view the variety of patent and trademark videos we have.
All the Science and Technology staff aid patrons with basic patent
and trademark information. Our core team deals with the more day to
day activities such as giving patent "demos," in which we introduce
patrons to the classification system in a one-hour class. The core team
has grown by one this year. Librarian Valerie Sherman has joined our
team of patent and trademark librarians. We welcome her input into
this ever-changing area! Eileen Lefholz has assumed new duties and
responsibilities and is no longer a member of the patent team.
We were happy to host a PTO delegation headed by Wes Gewehr
and Martha C. Sneed this past year. During their stay, they got to see
our facilities as well as tour The Inventor's Hall of Fame at Inventure
Place!

We continue to provide a variety of services to our area inventors
and legal firms such as full-text patent delivery and basic patent and
trademark information. We are looking forward to a productive year
in 1999.

Visit the PTDLA Website

- Curtis G. Bower

http://riceinfo.rice.edu/Fondren/Gov_docs/ptlda/

IAlbany, New York

The site includes links to the PTO, PTDLP and ALA,
as well as copies of Association documents.
Curious about the PTDLA Bylaws? Check out a
copy of the PTDLA letter responding to the PTO's
request for comments concerning the expanded
PTO databases on the Web. We will also have an
electronic copy of the PTDL Newsletter on the site.

It is a work in progress. Our thanks to Esther
Crawford of the South Central Intellectual Property
Partnership at Rice University for creating and
hosting the PTDLA Web site.
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

New York State Library

At the New York State Lbrary we generally cater to the
independent inventor, so a recent mutually beneficial collaboration was
a interesting change. The State Library was interested in revamping its
conveyor system in the Lbrary for the Blind and Visually
Handicapped located in the basement of our building. Through an
arrangement with the RPI (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
Technology Park, two graduate engineering students and their mentor
worked with our staff and our patent collection to come up with a
better system. The library received permission to hire a patent
attorney to help with the patent application , with the expectation that
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should a patent be granted, the library would benefit from
dissemination of the product. Fingers are crossed!.

- Mary Woodward

IAnchorage, Alaska
Z.J. Loussac Public Library, Anchorage Municipal Libraries

The Anchorage PTDL has had a big decrease in the nwnber of
people using our services, due mostly to the fact that our patent and
trademark workstation was out of service from the first week of
November 1998 until the second week of February 1999. There were
many people who were upset, but most were very patient and
understanding. One patron drove more than 500 miles only to find an
inoperable workstation. Our problem was solved when we received
the new workstation. We were all very thankful that we could refer the
people to the USPTO website so they could access most of the
current infonnation.
The PTDL librarian provided group tow-s and made presentations
to several groups. A presentation to a group of elementary school
students was, perhaps, the most fun and the most interesting. The
group consisted of second through sixth graders, all of whom were
studying inventors and inventing. Training for staff continues to be a
top priority as we have several new reference staff members. Thanks
go to the OPDLP staff for providing very timely service for our many
requests.

- Robert Williams

IAtlanta, Georgia
Library & Information Center, Georgia Institute ofTechnology

At the Atlanta
PTDL, Joanne
Tobin
masterminded the
creation an exhibit
focusing on
federally registered
trademalks. It
features companies with a strong presence in Georgia that market their
products globally.

The exhibit entitled "Trademalks: Made Locally, Known Globally"
prominently displays the trademalks while incorporating samples of
company products and explanations of the advantages of trademarks
and of the services of our Patent and Trademark Depository Library.
Some of the more widely known companies included in the exhibit are
the Coca-Cola Company, Carter's (children's wear) and Lockheed
Martin Aeronautical Systems. Lesser known, but still highly important,
is Bobs Candies which owns patents as well as trademalks and which
was the originator of candy canes. Cathe Cannon is planning our next
exhibit expected to be revealed in March. This one will follow the
PTO Museum's lead by emphasizing women inventors.
Joanne also created a large permanent display outlining reasons
trademaiks may be refused by the USPTO. Several trademark images
draw attention to the display which is located next to our C,...i•
workstation. A companion notebook provides more details on this
subject.
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

We introduced an elaborate training program for some of our
general reference staff this year. It was quite successful in orientating
them to our unique services and resources. Since the training, three of
the general reference staff asked to be assigned several how-s per week
at our infonnation desk. They are doing quite well.
We had a couple of very welcome visits this past year. daudine
Jenda and several other librarians from Auburn came to exchange
ideas on how we operate. We hope to make a return visit sometime
next year. Wes Gewehr also visited this past fall to discuss future
opportunities with the Patent and Trademark Office. It was a very
enjoyable visit.
Several librarians from our department participated in training on
trademark databases from Lexis/Nexis®. On the other side of the
podium, we taught patents to several Industrial Design and History of
Technology and Society classes. Speaking of history, have you noticed
the patent (#53,561) for the Game of Life®? It provides an
interesting commentary on the values of the time (1866) with squares
for "Government Contract to Wealth," "Idleness to Disgrace," and
"Intemperance to Poverty."
We have had a few staffing changes in the past year. Our two part
time librarians are now permanent part-time, and therefore are
eligible for benefits! Both of our Library Assistant I positions have
been vacant during the year. Joyce Craft recently filled one. A
candidate has been selected for the other, but the papetw0rk is still
pending.
Finally, we have seen a decrease in the number of walk-in
customers at our PTDL. However we describe web-based resources (
to many users. We also continue to receive questions on older patents.
A librarian from the Uncle Remus Regional Library in Madison, GA
called. The town was attempting to restore their old gaslight and
needed to see the patent drawings. A North Carolina Forestry Service
employee also called. An old 1800s lumber saw had been donated to
them and they wondered how it worked.

- Mary Frances Panettiere

IAubum, Alabama
Ralph Brown Draughon Library, Auburn University

Auburn University Libraries is undergoing some drastic
organizational restructuring that started in the Fall 1997. The
restructuring is resulting in the merging of library service departments,
drastic reductions in technical service employees & departments, and
overall downsizing of the library workforce, through freezing of
positions.
Patent/Trademark Search Services continue to be provided
through the Science and Technology unit; while the locating of U.S.
Patents on microfilm is a service that continues to be provided
through the Microforms and [U.S. Government] Documents unit.
The Auburn University Libraries PTDL is participating in an
inventor conference in Birmingham, AL in April 1999. The Alabama
Inventor Assistance Network, a newly formed inventor group in the
state, h~sts ~ conference. This inventor gr~mp plans to host state (
and regional mventor workshops every year m various parts of the
state. Our PTDL will serve as a conference site within the next two
years.
18
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It is interesting to note that final discussions that provided the
impetus that resulted in the formation of this statewide inventor group
were held at Auburn in November 1994 during a Patent/rrademark
Inventor Workshop. Our major sponsor for this workshop was the
Patent and Trademark Office who provided us with ~ on
patents as well as trademarks, with Martha Crockett Sneed, Manager of
the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program providing the
leadership for the PTO team. Because of the support we received
from the PTO, the Auburn P1DL was able to host this workshop. In
the process, we were able to assemble many of our local state leaders
in this area, including individuals from local inventor groups in
Montgomery; from incubator centers; from the Alabama Small
Business Development Consortium; from Small Business C-enters
such as Jackson, Mobile, Auburn; from Chambers of Commerce and
universities; and from the small businesses. Leaders from these
constituencies were able to convene informal but effeccive satellite
meetings off and on during this workshof They discussed the need
for a more active statewide inventor group under the leadership of an
enthusiastic and successful local businessman, Mark Davis , and David
Day, then an employee of the Alabama Small Business Development
C.Onsortium.
Presentations from PTO Speakers and other speakers at the
workshop then were wonderful and well received by the audience.
The presentations were inspiring to our inventors, who felt validated
and that the work they do is worthwhile. The presentations also
provided the inspiration needed to form a statewide inventor group, a
much-needed group in the state! Thanks to the USPTO and all who
support the P1DL Program, for your support!
It is good to finally see this inventor group in action, after years of
planning. This inventor group has some good plans for providing
support to inventors and small businesses, and they are getting some
good publicity as well. One other major project they are working on is
the formation of a museum exhibit called the Alabama Inventor Hall
of Fame that will highlight inventions of Alabamians. Auburn P1DL
will continue to work closely with this inventor group and others in
this area with the hope of providing better support to inventors &
small businesses in the region, to researchers, and the scholarly
community.

- Claudine Jenda

IAustin, Texas
McKinney Engineering Library, University of Texas at Austin

To paraphrase an old television show, this has been a "reaally bigg"
year for us. First and foremost, we applied for and got a university
grant of $90K to build a Sci/fech Electronic Information C-enter
(EIC), a gift of $10K from the Friends of Alec to buy content and
additional permanent staff from the General Libraries. This EIC has
15 state-of-the-art-workstations in Engineering and one each in the
other science libraries, one killer scanner, an NT server, and a 32 slot
m-ROM server. One of the first users said with a deep sigh, "sweet,
very, very sweet!" See our Web page for more information:
http://www.lib.utexas,edu/Libs/scitech/eidscieic.html. Are we
excited? YOU bet.
Our new trademark exhibit came up to rave reviews:
http://www.lib.urexas.edu/Libs/ENG/cirndine/tmindex,html One

of our favorites was from Hope Slonim: "This is really great. I
majored in anthropology in college, and it's amazing and rewarding to
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

find such a strong connection between trademarks and anthro." And
of course kind words from your director don't hurt either. "thanks
especially for pointing out this truly terrific exhibit that Nancy Green
has created. It is one of the most interesting and informative exhibits
that we have had. I hope we publicize it extensively. It deserves wide
attention - and just think how useful this would be to schoolteachers!
Wow, yes. -Harold Billings". Note to all you Michiganders, Susan is
especially pleased with the inclusion of log-marks. Nobody down here
even knew they existed.
Other exciting news is that Susan has been
promoted to a new job: Head of the Science
Libraries Division which includes not only the
Engineering Library, but the Geology, Life
Science,
Physics-Math-Astronomy
and
Chemistry Libraries and Marine Science
Institute Library on the Texas Gulf C.Oast.
Nancy Green, by the time this is published,
will be working at Linda Hall Library-lucky
them. Both Nancy and Susan are very excited
about their new responsibilities.

- Susan Ardis

I Boston, Massachusetts
Boston Public Library

The Boston Public Library suffered a major flood at midnight on
August 15th, 1998. The water main that broke outside the library was
under high pressure, so before it was shut off, C.Opley Square was
flooded and 3 feet of water had filled the entire basement of the
library. The departments located there were Government Doa.unents,
Science Reference, Sound Archives and Gifts Department. For four
days, material was packed in plastic cartons and sent to Texas for
freez.e-drying. The material that was not wet was left in the basement
and much of it remains there today. The Gov Docs and Science
Departments were rdocated immediately to the first floor of the
McKim building where we stay for the time being. It is a greatly
diminished area for both departments, and we continue to service our
collection that is now on several stack areas of the library.
It is only within the past month that shelving was completed, new
file tabinets were put in place, reader/printers were replaced, freeze
dried material returned from Texas, and that we are able to provide
even a modicum of our usual service. The greatest loss to both
departments was microfiche and microfilm. The cost of restoring the
patent microfilm exceeded replacement cost, so we have ordered new
film from Derwent that may be in by next summer.
The silver lining to this cloud has
been the wonderful support from our
friends. The Patent and Trademark
Depository Library Office was the
first call with offers of help. Our own
BPL family pitched in to pack wet
books in dreadful working conditions.
Our patent family has really made the difference !
We have received a wonderful gift from an attorney in Toledo,
Ohio that has been packed by the staff there. It should arrive any day
now. It is a complete set of Official Gazettes, indexes, and some law
texts. Gov Docs is receiving a major gift from Occidental C.Ollege of
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SuDoc documents, and they are being given a set of Catalog of
Copyright Entries from our friends at College Station, Texas.
The hard part has been explaining to patrons which part of the
collection is not available - one of my co-workers captured it best
when he said "whatever you used to lean over to get is not here". We
hope to have 98% recovery - maybe by the anniversary date of the
flood. Thanks to everyone who called, e-mailed, and most of all, to
those who hdped us recover our collection.

- Marilyn McLean

I Butte, Montana
Montana Tech of the University of Montana Library

Several presentations were presented as outreach work from the
Butte PIDL. During May, a morning session was given about "Using
Patents in Indu.say" for a three-day community seminar,
"Technologies, Trends & Techniques" sponsored by the Society for
Technical Communication, 1RI Touch America, VLC and Montana
Tech. A workbook was prep~ for the participants. In October,
Jean Bishop travded to Fort Benton, Montana, to give a presentation
to ranchers and farmers at a conference called "Seeds for Success"
sponsored by the North Central Montana RC & D. Trademarks and
patents were defined and discussed with the group. Jean travded to
Billings, Montana, in November to present a session at a National
Business Institute workshop that provided 6.0 hours of CLE credit to
Montana attorneys. PowerPoint~ was used to present concepts of the
patenting process to the group and Microsoft Publisher~ was used to
create a chapter in the published workbook

-Jean Bishop
1

Cincinnati, Ohio
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County

The Public Documents and Patents Department of the Public
Libnuy of Cincinnati and Hamilton County cdebrated its first
anniversaiy in July 1998. This past year we continued our series of 2.5hour workshops on patent searching, "The Power of Patents". We
offer the programs six times a year and they have been very wdl
received. In February 1999 we began offering an additional one-hour
program, "The Internet for Inventors", which is a hands on workshop
primarily featuring the Patent and Trademark Office website and the
IBM website. Based on the success of our first program, we will most
likely be offering this class on a regular basis as wdl.
In June, we hosted an all day program conducted by Mande
Putnam, Jim Arshem, and Michael White. In November, we hosted
the Ohio GOOORT (Government Documents Roundtable) fall
meeting. Our department manager, John Graham, gave a presentation
comparing the GPO depository program and the PTO depository
program, from a participant's point of view. We continued to hold a
series of departmental tours for the public and orientation sessions for
the staffs of the Main Libnuy subject departments and the 41
branches. A particularly memorable orientation session featured a fdt
board presentation by John Graham to the children's librarians from
the branches. We did get some serious intdlectual property
information across as wdl.
We were able to beef up our foreign patent collection with a gift of
over 4000 Canadian patents from the Patent Office in Washington.
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

We have been receiving the Canadian Patent Office Record since 1876
and now we have some full text patents to go with it, at least for 19591969. We also received some additional stack space from the lib
that enabled us to bring a large collection of British patents out of
remote storage. Approximately 1000 unmarked boxes of British
patents, specifications, abridgements of specifications and illustrated
abridgements had to be sorted into meaningful order and shdved but
this project has been completed. We have some kind of patent
documentation going back to 1600 for Great Britain (full text covers
1640-1957 with some gaps), and we continue to receive the Patents
and Designs Journal.
We weren't sure if
we would ever use
these
documents
once we brought
them back from
storage but we have
had a few questions.
The libnuy has
begun to publicize
our foreign patent collection so we may see more usage in the future.

The libnuy subscribed to Dialo~"' in 1998 which offers
many valuable patent-rdated databases, especially for international

patents. Much of this information was formerly only available through
staff-mediated Dialog searches. Now any of our patrons can access
this information on our libnuy terminals or through the library's
website. We have found the lnpadoc database for tracing patent
families particularly useful and the European patents database has
served as a great complement to our Espace A and B collections.
(

Gm-ently we are working on an upcoming libnuy display on
patents and trademarks which should bring us some more publicity.
Our goal this year is to continue reaching out to more inventors and
others who may find our collections useful. We bdieve we must
emphasiz.e the collections and services we pro".ide that cannot be
replaced by an Internet search (at least, not yet).

- Elizabeth Zuelke

I Clemson, South Carolina
8.M Cooper Library, Clemson University

This has been a very eventful year at the Oemson PIDL. In the
fall, the Head of Government Documents retired, and we spent the
entire year last year examining "the future of the Government
Documents Unit." In July, I was named the part-time, Interim Unit
Head, and I watched over things while still performing my duties as
Reference Librarian. In the winter, we decided the "future," and I
became the Reference Librarian for Government Documents, with
the processing staff reporting to the Cataloging Unit. So I have been a
little schizophrenic trying to respond to the needs of two units, and
still offer great service to patents. But things are working out really
well, and I definitely think we did the right thing.

In the summer I took a road trip to visit Jean Porter at NCSU in
Raleigh. We had a great visit, and Jean donated a bunch of historic
patentindexes. Thanks,Jean!
~
But by far the major highlight of our year was a visit from Wes
Gewehr in September. We had a great time showing Wes around the
campus, and showing him how we do it in Oemson. The weather was
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great, and we had a great meal at the new
·C.Onference C-enter and Golf C.Ourse that is
on campus. rm really glad to have had the
opportunity to host Wes. We always benefit
when we entertain patent folks. I think that
our Dean really learned a lot about what we
do, and the direction things might take in
the future. Thanks, Wes!
Unfortunately the new CD-ROM
cabinet came the week _following_ the visit.
The cabinet has really improved the
appearance of our Patent Room. Another thing that has improved the
appearance of the room (not to mention impro\>ing public service) is
our new superduper whizhang C11Hi• workstation. When our old (I
can't believe rm calling it old When did we get them, last year? We
still have some 386's running in our public service areas) went belly-up,
the Program Office stepped in and put us at the top of the list for the
new equipment! Thanks everyone! Its running great, and our patrons
are very very happy.

-Jan Comfort

I College Park, Maryland
Engineering and Physical Sciences Library
University of Maryland

The sad news from C.Ollege Park is the early retirement of Judy
Erickson, our long time head of Reference and general guru for
everything from office politics strategies to obscure reference
questions to patent/trademaik developments and policies. We have
been missing her expertise and grim humor a lot since her last day,
Sept. 30, 1998. Jim Miller has been carrying on as PTDL Rep.
The good news is the improvement in patent/trademark
instruction as a result of the websites, and the making of a new
instruction room with large monitor that accommodates about 15-20
students at one time. We just finished giving 14 classes for the
freshman engineering students, especially emphasizing patent
searching on C11Hi• and the web (with propaganda on the critical
need to do CJ..ASSIFICATION seardungQ
-Jim Miller

I College Station, Texas
Sterling C. Evans Library, Texas A&M University

This year has been one of great changes at C.Ollege Station PTDL.
We continued our relationship with the Brazos Valley Small Business
C.enter. This year with the help of new Head, Jim Pillans, we were able
to have a local intellectual property attorney attend and answer the
many legal questions that workshops seem to generate. We continue
to have more and more subscribers to our electronic newsletter. As of
February 1999, we have approximately 85 persons who receive our
monthly update on the world of intellectual property and C.Ollege
Station PTDL.
In the Fall of 1998 we began preparing for our move to the newly
completed Evans Library Annex building. In January of 1999, we
moved our Reference Services to the newly opened fifth floor of the
Library Annex. The day we moved C11Hi•, we had a community
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

user who had driven in from out of town to use our workstation.
Fortunately, we had the second workstation which allowed us to
disassemble one set and set it up in the Annex while our out-of-town
visitor was able to use the second one to complete his wmk.
Now that we are in our new location, we have seen an upswing in
business as people come by to check out our new location. I also
credit this renewed campus interest, something that I have long
sought, to our new "cluster" arrangement. I am now a member of the
Science & Engineering Services unit, but I also still work closely with
librarians and staff in the Social Sciences and Humanities Services unit.
For now, we are all housed on the fifth floor until renovations to the
1st and 2nd floors of the Evans Library are complete. After
renovations, Social Sciences & Humanities will move back to Evans,
but Science & Engineering and C.Ollege Station PTDL will stay in the
Annex.
His research associate, Ms. Ann McFayden, is continuing graduate
student Ed Levitas 'work on the relationship between inventors and
their companies' patents. She has already dropped by the library for an
initial consultation and is excited by the depth and variety of patent
information that is available through APS, USAPat, and C11His. She
begins her graduate work this summer where Mr. Levitas left off.

The poster session "On the Road to Invention: Does a Patent
Exist for That Idea?," which was exhibited by Senior Science
Librarian, Judy Hart, Head of Science & Engineering, Dr. Jeannie
Miller and myself, was published in the December 1998 issue of
~ magazine under the title, "Jump Starting the Patent Process."
Also, the paper on creating guidelines for legal research, which
C.Omputer Services/Reference Librarian Wendi Arant-Kasper and I
wrote last spring, has been accepted for publication in an upcoming
issue of R.eferen:e am User Sen.m Q,arterfy. A third article on the
Annual PTDLP Training Seminar is under review.
In November, my wife and I acted as official representatives of
Evans Library to the Grand Opening of the South C.entral Intellectual
Property Partnership at Rice (SCIPPR). Partnership Librarian, Brian
Rossmann, gave the invited guests a tour of the facility. We hope in
the future to begin strengthening our ties with SCIPPR.
C.Opyright, of course, has become an important issue to everyone in
the library and the campus community. This past year, I attended the
first ever C.Opyright Symposium, which was held in April at Southern
Illinois University at Cu-bondale. Speakers included noted C.Opyright
specialist, Dr. Kenneth Crews from Indiana University. Both Jane
Running and I agree the Cu-bondale C.Opyright Symposium shows
promise as a way to provide annual training on copyright for librarians.
In an effort to provide the library staff with the latest information
concerning recent changes in copyright law, we invited the head of our
university's Technology Licensing Office, Teny Young, to come and
speak about this topic. Mr. Young spoke on February 11, 1999 to an
audience of 35 librarians and staff members who appreciated hearing
the University's plan to deal with the latest changes in copyright law.
We plan to have more of these types of discussions with the
University's Legal C.Ounsel.
We are now in the process of installing our newly arrived C11Hi•
workstation. Kudos to all the fo~ in PTDLP and OEIPS who made
this workstation a reality. Along with our web access to the patent and
trademark databases, it will help us achieve our goal of providing the
most comprehensive patent and trademark reference services to the
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people of the B.raros Valley, and the faculty, staff and students of
Texas .A&M University.

We are following with interest the development and discussion of
Internet based Patent and Trademark search options to see the impact
on both the seivices we offer and the way we offer them.

- Brian Carpenter

- Diana Degen

IDallas, Texas
U.S. PATENT OFFICE

Dallas Public Library

The Internet is making great changes in the way we provide seivice
to the public. For the most part, the changes have been very good.

~
j

We like the fact that libraries and educational institutions can offer
these kinds of resources to researchers who don't have computers or
web access available at home. It also enables us to help patrons
located in isolated or under served areas and helps local researchers get
a bit of a head start before they make a trip to the library. Of course,
there is always a danger that an inventor will not know the best way to
conduct an off-site search or that they may mistakenly believe that
keyword searching in current patent files constitutes a complete search.
These are issues rm sure we'll find a way to resolve.

. ,·•,
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"Well... you kinda ncod to be an ear1h/111g to file for a palcnt
011 this planet, ... bul I could lake a look."

I Concord, New Hampshire
New Hampshire State Library

It has been a quiet year at the O>ncord PTDL. The number of
patrons visiting our Patent and Trademark room has dropped over the
course of the last year, while the number of visitors to our website has
increased.
In June, I gave a presentation at the Franklin Pierce Law c.enter's
Summer Institute class covering th PTDL program and patent and
trademark searching. Franklin Pierce's Summer Institute is comprised
of intellectual property law student from around the world It is
always an interesting group and ~ince the class was assigned to do a
patent search here, I was able to wmk directly with the students.
We offer classes for librarians at the State Library in our computer
training lab. In December, I taught a class on Paterus, T r ~ arr:i
OJpyrig'Jt. The course was an oveiview of the three forms of
Intellectual Property as well as demonstrating searching on the web. It
was a lot of material to cover in two hours, but the librarians (public
and school) seemed to get a lot out of the course.
We have outgrown the room where we are located and are now
investigating ways to make the best use of the space. We are looking
at a modest remodeling project, adding some bookshelves, and shifting
some film cabinets to our closed stacks. Newer patents would be
accessed from the CDs and the older patents from the film, which
would keep all the material easily available in the Patent and
Trademark Room.

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

Our new inventor workshop, "One On One: Question And
Answer Sessions," has gotten very positive feedback. We hold
workshops the first Saturday of each month from 1:00-4:00pm with
each participant signed up for a 20-rninute slot. A local patent agent,
Robert Frantz, volunteers his time to answer general questions about
patents, patent searching and the application process. Robert has a
background in electrical engineering as well as a good grasp of a broad
range of subjects and a practical down-to-earth style. He relates well to
people and is extremely pro-library. If anyone is interested, we can (
share samples of the workshop proposal, agreement, flyers, legal
disclaimers, session evaluation sheets, etc. We are grateful to the other
PTDLs (m particular San Diego Public Library) and the PTO for
providing input when we were organizing this workshop.

The
City
of
Dallas
discovered a new way to cut the
workforce this year---a variation
of Shakespeare's "Let's kill all the
lawyers." Or, as the Dallas
Morning News wrote, "Think your
taxes are a burden? They are
killing Dallas City... employees."
It sounds a little like the premise
for a political thriller. Instead,
it's a computer glitch with a twist. The City used an old computer
program with a new form and guess what? It didn't work. All city
employees are now officially "deceased" on their W-2 forms. You can
just imagine the kinds of wisecracks that are flying around city offices.
As for the IRS, they have assured us that there shouldn't be any
problems. Uh huh.
I look forward to seeing everyone at O>nference. I'll be the one
holding the lilies...

-Johanna Johnson
1

Denver, Colorado

~

Denver Public Library

During the past year, the Denver Public Library, began a series of
monthly patent workshops.
Initially, the usefulness of such
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workshops was a BIG question mark. However, we're proud to say
that we are more than pleased with the outcome. The response from
the general public far exceeded our expectations. The workshops have
become a very helpful tool for Denver area inventors, helping them to
navigate the complicated process of patent searching. Throughout the
year there has been a steady increase in the number of participants.
Wrt:h this type of response, we hope to make the workshops a
permanent part of our customer outreach. We look forward to the
challenge!

- Danny Walker

I Deboit, Michigan
Great Lakes Patent & Trademark Center
Detroit Public Library

1998 was another busy year for the Great
Lakes Patent and Trademark Center
(GLPTq of the Detroit Public Library.
Despite new challenges posed by the
Internet, sales and reference transactions
increased significantly over the previous year.
Sales, in fact, showed impressive gains of
over 50%.
This past year, GLPTC inaugurated a series of free lectures
especially designed for inventors and entrepreneurs. "Inventions:
From Concept to Reality" featured speakers from the Michigan Small
Business Development Center, the Canadian Industrial Innovation
Centre, and the local law firm of Rader, Fishman & Grauer. "Utilizing
the Patent Attorney," "Business Issues for Inventors," and
"Evaluating Your Invention" were among the topics presented Qt this
event. The following day, the Canadian Industrial Innovation Centre
provided low-cost "mini" invention evaluations for interested
inventors. Additional lectures in the series featured talks by local
attorneys on Disclosure Documents, Provisional Patent Applications
and preparing for the patent application. Lvely question and answer
periods followed eveiy lecture!
To help inventors keep pace with the explosion of information on
the Internet, free workshops on World Wide Web resources were
offered several times during the year in the Detroit Public Lbraiy's
Internet Lab. Web sites on inventing, patents, marketing and
manufacturing were highlighted. '
Outreach crossed international borders this year! Besides speaking
to librarians and staff at the Wmdsor Public Lbrary in Ontario,
Canada, Celeste Choate also delivered a lecture on GLPTC at the
PATLIB98 conference held in Alicante, Spain last March. doser to
home, GLTPC was the subject of a December, 1998 Dmoit News
article in connection with a visit from Fraser (Mich.) High School
chemistiy students.
Finally, we recently received new videoconferencing equipment
from VfEL® as part of the partnership agreement between GLPTC
and the USPTO. This new equipment has enabled us to begin a series
of videoconference lectures by PTO experts for intellectual property
professionals.

- Carla Reczek
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I Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Broward County Main Library

Reowruz.atjon
The Business, Law and Government Department is two years old,
and the massive reorganiz.ation of the Main Library is now in its final
stages. The Fine Arts Department has merged with the Reference and
Information Services (RIS) Department. All circulating adult materials
(except Popular Library) are now on one floor. Technical Services and
Deliveries have been relocated to the "ROC" (Remote Operations
Center), thereby making room into which the Children's Department
can move.
Small Business Resource Center
The new Broward County Lbraiy NationsBank Small Business
Resource Center had its formal opening in June of 1998. There are a
large variety of reference materials on all aspects of starting and
running a small business, including commercially published materials
on patents, trademarks, and copyright. For every reference book in
the Center, there are circulating copies that patrons can take out, if
they choose. Also, there are over 25 different computer databases of
interest to the small business owner. There are also rooms available as
part of the Center for patrons to meet with small business counselors.
There is also a classroom where programming can be done. Here is
where we hold our public programs on intellectual property topics, as
well as other topics of interest to entrepreneurs are conducted.
1998 Highlights
• Chris Marhenke is the 1998-99 PTDIA Election Committee
Chair.
• In February 1998, Chris Marhenke
presented a workshop in Fort Pierce,
Florida, entitled Haw tv Gn:lu:t Patmt
Seard, and Haw a PTDL Ctn Hdp
Pattrns to the Inventors Society of
South Florida.
• A successful and exciting Invent
Broward 1998-99.
Over 300
invention models from Broward
County area elementary schools were brought in for display on
the sixth floor of the Main Lbraiy.
Beth Zickar,
programming coordinator at the Main Lbrary, did a
wonderful job in handling this program. She also made
changes to the reception to create a carnival atmosphere.
There were two clowns: one face painting, one making
balloon animals. Mrs. Charlotte Pine led the children in her
traditional inventor's cheer. Many of our Business, Law and
Government Dept. staff volunteered to help with the
reception. We inflated balloons (most of us for the first time!)
and made the arrangements under Beth's expert guidance.
About 400 people attended the Invent Broward reception.
• Michael White and Brian Weber came down to sunny Fort
Lauderdale and gave the staff and then the public an excellent
workshop on trademarks.
• Eileen Pernicone has created and presented two workshops
for the public using PowerPoint~ software. Both were
successful workshops and were attended by people who were
very interested in the topics discussed. One workshop was
entitled Th! Basics , of Patmts & Patent, Searching, and was
presented on October 7, 1998. The other was entitled Haw tv
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Use tk C11••i• Cnnµaer in Patmt & Trat/e,,rnrk Searcb!s, and
vvas presented on January 23, 1999.
Eileen Pernicone has also been publishing a bimonthly
column on current topics of interest to inventors for the
Inventors Society of South Florida Newsletter. Topics include
important USPTO news made public on their website.
Eileen Pernicone has also created a system using color-coded
paper cards displayed in plastic holders mounted on the
computer monitors for time management of public access
computer resources. She and Pat Graef from RIS have been
wooong on implementing the system. The colors of the cards
{computer passes) are indicative of the hours during which the
cards are handed out. The cards are valid for two hours from
the time that they are initially handed out, which will five a
patron at least one hour of use, possibly more, depending on
when the patron received the card Patron with expired cards
(older expiration time first) may be asked to give up their
tenninals in favor of other patrons needing to use a computer.
li all cards are valid, there is a provision for a waiting area
where patrons can wait in turn. After just over two months of
use, the system seems to work very well.

•

•

- Eileen Pernicone

I Grand Forks, North Dakota
Chester Fritz Library, University of North Dakota

Victoria Peterson joined the staff in August 1998; she has returned
Before coming to
the PTDL, Victoria vvas employed with EBSCO where she proofed
US patents that were being sent to Japan. Jean MGCrowell left in May,
after fouryears of service.
to the area after spending fifteen years in c.alifornia

On January 7, 1999, in Bismarck, the Depository participated in
Marketplace 1999, an annual showcase for state inventors,
entrepreneurs and marketing executives, sponsored by Senator Kent
Conrad The PTDL information vvas handed out at an exhibition
booth, and Victoria presented a lecture on intellectual property.
Specifically, she discussed the value of conducting a preliminary patent
search, and she gave background information on intellectual property
websites.
Since the presentation at Maijretplace, our western patrons have
kept us very busy. Because the distance patrons often need to travel is
well over 200 hundred miles, much of our research is conducted
remotely through email, fax, telephone and mail Many of our patrons
do not have web access.

•

Use of the Depository
has begun to rebound after
the
flood
of
1997.
Statistically, 1997-1998 marks
the first time the number of
patent searches equaled the
number
of
trademark
searches.

Wooong with the new
Internet databases, we have
found, is similar to the weather. Some good days and some not so
hot. Although it is nice to have access through the Internet, we find
the databases are often incomplete compared to C,...;.. Yes, it is
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

true that the Internet is more up-to-date, yet for reliability we prefer

c,...;•.

- Victoria Peterson and Nancy Mulhern

I Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii State Library

After four years, I once again
attended the PTDLP Training
Seminar in March through a
generous continuing education grant
provided by the Friends of the
Library of Hawaii. V trginia Lowell,
the new State Librarian and
formerly director of New York's
Nassau Library System, plans to
include money for training in our
budget request for the next fiscal year so future attendance by a
representative from the Hawaii State Library may be more predictable.

Ms. Lowell also cancelled our automation contract with Ameritech,
which remains the subject of a lawsuit by CARL We are on a month
to-month basis with the DYNIX system for automation and Internet
se1V1ces.
Charles King, Librarian, added the PTO homepage to our section's
homepage and figured out how to activate all the buttons on the
PTO's sidebar as well. Rebecca Bishop, Librarian, who recently
transferred to another library, compiled a pathfinder on patent (
searching using Internet resources which is helpful for Neighbor
Island searchers who wish to begin their search closer to home before
they fly over to Oahu.
We completed our twenty-year backfile requirement with the
purchase of U.S. Patents on microfilm for 1970 and 1971. We hope to
continue adding to our backfile to assist searchers closer to home
before they fly over to the Mainland
I am writing this as ice storms, fog, and other winter woes cause
havoc 2500 miles away, and our daytime temperatures are now in the
lower eighties, and our nighttime temperatures are now in the mid
sixties. I guess a plane ride is a small price to pay.

-Jan TtrWarahara

I Houston, Texas
South Central Intellectual Property Partnership at Rice University
(SCIPPR)

The South Central Intellectual Property Partnership at Rice
University {SCIPPR) is up and running! We opened our doors this
past summer and held our Grand Opening on the 19th of November.
Q. Todd Dickinson, Wes Gewehr, and Ed Kazenske traveled from
Washington to be with us on this occasion. The Houston IP
community vvas well represented at the reception and had an
opportunity to visit our new facility and meet the staff.
Barbara Kile, a former PTDL rep here at Rice, is now heading up
SCIPPR Last summer, she was joined by Brian Rossmann who
moved from Oklahoma State University where he vvas a documents
librarian. While there he had worked closely with Julia Crawford,
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OSUs PTDL librarian, and she introduced Brian to the fascinating
world of patents and trademarks.
While SCIPPR is Rice's fee-based service that targets attorneys and
businesses, the Fondren Library vvill continue to provide access to
C11Hi• patent and trademark products to area inventors and others
in its PTDL search room
The Rice Patent and Trademark Depository Library website vvas
revamped in 1998 to reflect the changes and additions to web-based
resources. Arey Spare, Esther Crawford and Fannie Haynes offered
30 patent searching classes with total attendance of 252 persons.
Because of construction in other areas of the department, we offered
fewer classes than in 1997 but were still pleased-.w
. ith total attendance
for the year. An Internet patent resources class is in the works for
1999.
We also presented a section on patent arid trademark searching at
the Texas Library Association District 8 Annual Fall C.Onference in
October. Arey Spare and Houston Public Library Librarian Cindy
Page offered a workshop on "Federal Government Information:
What's Here and What's Out There" focusing on resources available at
federal depository libraries and PTDLs and on the Internet. The
participants were enthusiastic about the
information provided.
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Other outreach activities included
providing tours and email reference
services for the Science Academy of
South Texas, a high school in the Rio
Grande Valley. We also attended
meetings of the Houston Inventors
Association and hosted one of their
meetings in the library.

We're sad for our department and the library, but happy for Arey
to announce that Arey Spare will be leaving her position at Rice to be a
full-time Mom for awhile. We'll miss her very much but are excited
for her.
For more information on us, please visit ourwebsife:
http:/ /www.rice.edu/Fondren/PTDL/ptdl scippr.html
- Brian Rossmann and Esther O~ord

I Kansas City, Missouri

.
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The leased computer equipment has, for the most part, worked
well We have not had any serious problems with it. It does have a
tendency to freeze up and have to be rebooted but that has been it's

only quirk.
One of our regular patrons is a chemistry professor from a nearby
college. He is in the library almost every clay using the chemistry
resources here. He received two patents in 1998. The patents,
#5,773,454 and #5,780,515, are natural, ecological alternatives for
insect control and act as diet suppressants for insects. They are the
first patents the college has been assigned.
- Shannon Stipe

I Little Rock, Arkansas
Arkansas State Library

We again had an interesting year at the Arkansas State Library, with
the usual variety of Patent and Trademark questions. As more people
discover and use the USPTO Internet site, the questions sometimes
are more for legal information, than for searching assistance. With
questions like this, we refer them to the list of Registered Attorneys
and Agents for Arkansas. Several times inventors have come in with a
list of patents printed off the Internet.
In June, we sponsored a Seminar, "The Trademark Advantage When, Where & How to Apply for a Trademark". We were fortunate
that Martha sent Brian Weber, Staff Attorney, and Michael White as
Instructors. Be sure to ask Brian and Michael about 'The Truck'.
The Small Business Development Center arranged the trademark
workshop for us, making most of the local arrangements. One of the
staff at SBOC even brought extra equipment, just in case we needed it.
We have an excellent working relationship with this agency and
appreciate the interest in patents and trademarks. They usually plan
two or three intellectual property workshops each year and always give
us a spot on the program. This January SBOC had an ad in the
newspapers thanking all speakers, including Brian and Michael.
One of our reference librarians left in November, so this year we
will be training a new person in the wonderful ways of Patents and
Trademarks. One of our goals is to develop handouts for our patrons
who are relying more on the Internet for searching. We see this as a
major information need.
- Debbie Hall

Linda Hall Library

Our Reference Department statistics show a decrease in patent and

trademark activity in most areas for 1998. Reference assistance to
-walk-in patent and trademark patrons vvas down approximately 20%
from 1997's numbers. The exception vvas the July-Sept quarter in
which the statistics show about a 20% increase over the previous year
(statistics can be funny things). I assume that the internet is a major
factor in the decrease.
In March of 1998 we were fortunate to receive a visit from Jeanne
Oliver, Jim Arshem, and Carolyn Bush. They were in town for the
Public Libraries Association conference and so they came by and did a
half-day training session for the Reference staff. They also let me join
them in their conference exhibit booth. That vvas fun, and it vvas also
fun to check out the other exhibit booths, since I had not been to a
PLA conference before.
Published by TigerPrints, 1999
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Los Angeles, California
Los Angeles Public Library

One of the most significant events to occur this past year vvas the
addition to our staff of Rita C.Otton. Ms. C.Otton worked at the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power Library until it was
downsized. She vvas administratively transferred to the Library
Assistant II position in Science, Technology and Patents on April 16,
1998, a position long left vacant since Donna O:ioper's departure to
the PTO. Ms. C.Otton supervises the day-to-day operation of the
Patents Desk, and we are very happy to have her here.
In addition to the arrival of Rita C.Otton, there have been several
other personnel changes. Science, Technology and Patents has a new
Senior Librarian, Dorothy Wong. Ms. Wong supervises the day-to-day
25
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operation of the Department. She began her new position at the en~
of November. Two librarians also began in 1998. Theresa Zaputil is
new to the system and began last October. Charles Vestal transfei:red
from a branch where he was a part-time librarian to a full-tune
position in Science in November.
c.entral library has had the
challenge of extending hours without
increasing individual department staff.
The Llbrary is open seven days a week
with regular staff.
Since 1993,
Sundays had been staffed with
volunteer staff working additional
time. We hav~ also increased the
number of hours we are open to the
public. Due to new scheduling requirements, schedules are made in
advance in eight-week blocks. Llbrary .Assistants are now "shared"
with other departments to staff other public desks. F~r. our ~
library Assistants this means that they will have addiuonal ~e
working at the general information desk, for example, plus. their
standard hours (approximately 20) at the Patents Desk. As the library
Assistant schedules for the entire building are not made available to
our clerical supervisor, Juliette Chastang, in a timely manner, s?e ~ust
wait to see who has been scheduled where before she can distribute
schedules to Science clerical staff. Staff often does not know which
evenings they work or which days they have off until the last minute.
Staffing has also been impacted by various other changes. One full
time staff member transferred to another Gty Department. Another
has been on sick/disability leave for several months. As a result,
instead of having two staff members at the Patents Desk, often there is
only one handling both in-person and telephone patrons.
Los Angeles Public Llbrary has a new cen~ telepho~e ready
reference service called infoNow. The staff of infoNow is often
referred to as "The Telephone Llbrarians." They are librarians who
were hired to answer and screen telephone questions Monday through
Friday from 10:00am to 5:30pm. Because of the specific ~ature of
intellectual property questions and the need to reserve ume at a
computer, telephone calls for the Patents Desk go_~~ t~ Patents.
On weekends, weekday evenings and at staffing CT1S1s umes, infoNow
staff works in subject departments. They have also developed a
wonderful online site with brief descriptions of specific websites listed
by subject and linked to that site. It is much more useful that simply
book marked sites.
We have co-sponsored several programs in the library this past
year, averaging one to two each month. They included the Los
Angeles Intellectual Property Law Association's tw~ annual
Washin&ton & the West seminar in January-. Q. Todd Dickinson, the
Acting Commissioner of Patents & Trademarks was a featured
speaker, as was Karen Bovard of the Office of Enrollment &
Discipline, and Senator Birch Bayh. Approximately 175 people
attended.
Bob DeMatteis, inventor and author of Fran Patmt 1D Prvfa,
presented IAPL's first English/Spanish seminar on May 21, 1998.
Elizabeth Arreola, our gifted and hardworking intern funded by
USPTO, assisted. Other seminars related to intellectual property
included a full-day FonmmDigitd T ~ ~ Cntttiuty, Nancy
Miller's Inven~ for Monty, Sam Tyler's Gmt: Ideas 1D Enterprise; and
Ent:reprrneurship: F ~ m th FutJ<re, held in Februaiy and featuring
outstanding speakers.
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

Billie Connor, Rita Cotton, Mila Lumbang, David Tulanian, Alicia
Randolph and Helen Haskell were among those who helped to staff
the library's booth at the annual Invention Convention in Pasadena,
California during the Labor Day weekend The event always brings
goodwill and even better publicity for Patent & Trademark Depository
libraries.
All in all, it was a busy and eventful year with a steady stream of
eager seekers of intellectual property information.

- Helen Haskell and Billie Connor

ILouisville, Kentucky
Louisville Free Public Library

It was an exciting 1998 and the
10th anniversary for 1.FPL's Patent
and Trademark Depository Library.
We had a conference April 23 rd in
celebration, and bless the home
office, we got Bruce Cox and Paul
Fahrenkopf to dazzle the locals. We
also had wonderful participation
from the Trademarks Office in
Kentucky, the Small Business
Development Center at the
University of Louisville, and the Manufacturing Technology Transfer
c.enter. The anniversary celebration and conference was called Patents
and Trademarks, A Decade of Success: The 10th Anniversary,
Louisville Free Public Llbrary, Patent and Trademark Depository (
Program. [Editor's note: The invitation letter and agenda for the
anniversary celebration will appear in the Web version of the PTDLA
Newsletter on the PTDLA Website.]
Yes, the Louisville Free Public Library has its very own web page at
wwwJfpl.org and please click on "About I.FPL" and look for
"Government Documents," which is our link to the PTDL. On our
PTDL page we have links to the PTO and the University of California
at San Diego's patent site. I like to say that we get by with a little help
from our friends. And we have had help this year. Thank you,
Martha, for helping us pull off this conference. Thank you, Broward
County, for all your tips you sent us on handling your own anniversary
conference. Thank you, Charlie Brown, for all your support for a
PTDL at Louisville Free Public Library.
On the technology front, we have wonderful new personal
computers and a new liberal printing policy. We have USAMark, and
after replacing various pieces of equipment, it works quite nicely, thank
you. Just love browsing those dead prehistoric trademarks with their
dinosaur footprints.

- Rae Shepherd-Shlechter

I Lubbock, Texas
Texas Tech University Library

Susan Poulter, our Documents Reference Llbrarian and Patents
librarian, has taken a new position as a Business Llbrarian at
Vanderbilt University. We wish her much luck!
David Stoune and Tess Trost, two Texas Tech University Llbraries
Associate Llbrarians in Information Services [which oversees the
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Patent/rrademark Depository] are hanciling the Patentslrrademark
Depository functions on a temporary basis with Susan Poulter's

departure.
Susan Poulter coordinated a two-Oay Patentlfrademark training
sessions for both Information Services Staff and for the public this
past October. Speakers from the Patent and Trademark Depository
Office in Washington D.C. were the presenters. Both sessions were
well attended.

-Tom Rohrig
1

Madison, Wisconsin
<
Kurt F. Wendt Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison

This year was one of transition for
the PTDL • at the University of
WJSCOnsin's Wendt
Engineering
Library. Amy Kindschi and Sarah ·
Calcese moved on to new
responsibilities. Amy is no longer
worlcing in the patent area in any
capacity, and although Sarah oversees
the PTDL's functions at the library,
she is no longer as directly involved
with them as she once was. Nancy
Spitzer was hired in July as the new technical reports/patents librarian,
and Anne Vandenburgh, a long-time reference librarian at Wendt, has
added patents reference work to her responsibilities.
Trademark inquiries continue to constitute a large portion of our
questions, and we are grateful to have the internet trademark database
available to us to assist people who live a distance from Madison. We
also appreciate the prominent disclaimer on the front page of the
database! On the patent side, we find we have less business from
.people interested in doing patentability searches and more questions
dealing with historical patents.
We've spent lots of time this year trying to keep up with the
changing web databases from the PTO, from IBM and from the
European Patent Organization. It seems that as soon as we create
documentation, it needs to be revised.
We regret that no one from Madison will be at this year's
conference, but hope that in 2000 one of our new patent staff
members will be able to take advantage of the excellent training the
conference provides.

- Sarah Calcese

I Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
General Library, Mayaguez Campus, University of Puerto Rico

The Mayaguez PTDL at the University of Puerto Rico has had a
productive year in terms of activities and accomplishments. We are
proud to report that our first patent librarian, Franklyn Iriz.any, is now
Acting Director of the General Library. The General Library is the
second largest research library in the C.aribbean, with a collection of
more than a million volumes of a wide range of bibliographic records.
We are particularfy pleased with Mr. Irizany's appointment because of
the strong support he will provide to the PTDL and his ongoing
commitment to its mission. We all wish him the very best!
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

Wtth regards to the PTDL itself, the New Year brought in a change
of guard. Grisell Rodriguez, a cataloger from the General Library, has
been appointed the new patent librarian, succeeding Norma Sojo..
They actually switched departments as Norma took over Grisell's job
in Cataloging. Grisell
has a BA from the
University of Puerto
Rico-Mayaguez and
an MUS from the
University
of
WJSCOnsin-Milwaukee.
She is very excited
about
her
new
assignment and looks
forward to meeting all
the
wonderful
members
of
the
PTDLA family at the
Training Seminar in March. Being new to patents and trademruks, she
has a lot to learn, but we are certain that with your support, assistance
and encouragement, she will do just fine.
As for last year's highlights, Norma reports the following:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Trained six staff members of the Government Document
Area on patent and trademark searches.
Wrote an article about the Mayaguez PTDL for the March
issue of the General Library's newsletter, BilivRUM.
Prepared an exhibit of Plant Patents for display in the
Government Document Area.
C.Ontributed an article about the PTDL to one of the Island's
largest newspapers El Nuew Dia and to the Gmlbun joU111tli.
The Mayaguez PTDL was dosed during the months of
October and November due to restoration works in the
General Library building following damages caused by
Humcane Georges in September.
Norma was elected president of the National Library Week
C.Ommittee.
Norma and Grisell were interviewed by a reporter from the
local newspaper El Murm about the Mayaguez PTDL.

See you all in Arlington!!

- Grisell Rodriguez

I Miami, Florida
Miami-Dade Public Library

Miami PTDL is continuing using our monthly patent class (usually
the first Tuesday of each month) to provide the preponderance of our
assistance to patent seekers. We have had great success with these
classes, providing information that is designed to permit searchers to
perform a complete patent search as independently as possible. This
format has allowed us to make efficient use of our staff resources in
the provision of patent/trademark and other types of reference
assistance.

Due to its deteriorating condition, we sought and received
permission from the PTDL Program office to withdraw the paper
patent copies from our collection. The withdrawn copies ranged from
1836-1919.
Our hard wire connection to APS failed this year. After numerous
consultations and attempts to fix the problem, it was decided to switch
to a dial-up connection, which we are now using.

- Robert Klei.n

...
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I Minneapolis, Minnesota
Minneapolis Public Library and Information Center

Greetings from the Jessie the Body Ventura PTDL. As the T
shirts proclaim, "Our Governor can beat-up your Governor. "
Word Mark JESSE "THE BODY" VENTURA
Pseudo Mark JESSE THE BODY VENTURA
Owner Name (APPLICANT)
Janos, James G.
Serial Number 75-460259
Filing Date 04/01/1998
Mark Drawing Code
(1) TYPED DRAWING
Register PRINCIPAL
Type of Mark SERVICE MARK
Other Data "JESSE "THE BODY" VENTURA" identifies
a living individual whose consent is of record.
International Class 041
Goods and Services Entertainment services,
namely, personal appearances, including personal
appearances on radio and television, by a sports
celebrity and radio personality; DATE OF FIRST
USE: 1980.01.01; DATE OF FIRST USE IN COMMERCE:
1980 . 01.01

OK, back to work. The demand for patent information, although
not as robust as in previous years, continued to be strong. As our
patent collection is an open part of our general reference collection,
exact statistics on its use are not maintained, but a departmental seat of
the pants consensus, shows fewer users than in previous years, as well
as a shift in the type of use the collection gets. The Internet seems to
have siphoned off many of the more casually curious users, leaving a
greater percent of users doing deeper, more complete searches. There
have also been many questions about what people are actual.1y finding
on the Internet and a higher percent of questions about the patent
process.
At a less glitzy end of the electronic info spectrum, the complex
functionality offered by APS, and not available on the websites,
continues to hold a small core of experienced searchers. Thus, while
we have no worries about using the hours we have already purchased,
but because there are vexy few users, we're uncertain about what we'll
do when the hours run out.
During 1998 the division's Librarians presented over thirty
classes/lectures on how to search patents. The audiences, one as large
as eighty, consisted of inventors groups, students, and members of the
general public.
Here's to an equally interesting 1999.

- Thomas Smisek

I Morgantown, West Virginia
Evansdale Library, West Virginia University

Our libraxy will be remodeled this year.
Work will begin in March, and the libraxy
will remain open during the construction.
When it's finished, we will have some new
furniture, carpeting and wall covering. In
addition, there will be a new computer
classroom, 12 additional public access
computers, new Reference and Circulation Desks with easy access for

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

wheelchair patrons, additional private study rooms, more of our vexy
popular laptop computers available for check out at the Circulation
Desk, and cleady marked signs designating various areas in the Llbraxy.
The patent collection will remain in its place, but patent instruction will
be enhanced with the addition of our new computer classroom.
The JYI'O web page and other Internet sites have improved the
assistance we are able to offer patrons who contact us from a distance.
We are often able to get them started using web databases. Then, only
if they need further assistance, do they make the choice to drive several
hours to come into the libraxy. Our campus-based patron traffic also
appears to have dropped off. We suspect this, too, is due to the
availability of web based information.

- Natalie Rutledge

I Newark, Delaware
University of Delaware Library

The big project for the past year was the creation of a collection of
webpages designed to provide a variety of information about patents,
the patenting process, how to conduct a search, descriptions of the
various searching tools, foreign patents, and other related information.
These require almost constant updating, of course, especially with the
constant addition of new resources for foreign patent information.
Patrons have found these to be helpful for many of their needs, but I
still spend a great deal of time doing searching instruction.
I have also spent more time this year dealing with patrons who
have attempted a search on the Internet and now think that they're (
ready to move right to the application process. As we had expected to
happen, the proliferation of information on the Internet has only
added to the confusion that a lot of people have about what actually
constitutes a complete patent search. fve had to get used to seeing a
lot of disappointed faces when I get through explaining that there's
this thing called the Classification system...
We're looking forward to getting the new equipment, and at this
time, it appears that we will not be keeping the old unit due to space
considerations. There are vexy few times that two stations are needed
here, especially with the Internet resources that are now available, so
we will probably just send it back once we're sure that the new station
is up.and running to our satisfaction. We have been very happy with
its performance up to this point, and I think that we avoided some of
the problems that others have encountered by not using some of the
newer versions of the software. By sticking with the tried and true
configuration that it had when we first got it, we didn't confuse our
patrons by changing anything, and we avoided whatever bugs where
causing so many to have problems. We'll see if our luck holds out
with the new system!

-Tom Melvin

i or1anc1o, Florida
University of Central Florida Libraries

1998 has been a vexy exciting and productive year at the University
of Central Florida PTDL. In April of 1998, Rich Gause was hired as
the Government Documents Llbrarian. Peter Spyers-Duran was
appointed PTDL Representative.
Having two librarians in
Documents/Patents has enabled us to take up many new projects over
the past year.
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In June of 1998, we purchased a ten-year backfile of utility patent
microfilm, expanding the collection back to 1957. We also acquired a
microfilm collection of the Cffe:ial Gazette that dates back to 1872 and a
microfilm collection of the Annual. &fx,rt O:rrmissia1er ofPatmts, 18481871.
J

Two new CD-ROM cabinets were purchased to store our ever
expanding collection of patent and trademaik CD-ROMs. The Patent
and Trademaik Library was rearranged to make better use of space.
All of our patent and trademaik research guides were updated. In
addition, new guides were written for the USAPat and USAMark CD
ROMs.
We also completely redesigned our Webpage
http://library.ucf.edu/GovDocs/PAT 1RAD.htm
The capstone for 1998 was the ua Library'; first ever Patent and
Trademaik Open House, hdd December 12 from 10 AM to 3 PM.
The Open House featured two scheduled presentations. Peter Spyers
Duran demonstrated how to research US patents, trademaiks, and
copyright.
Registered patent and trademaik attorney, Brian
Steinberger, gave a lively and informative talk regarding the different
types of intdlectual property.
In addition to the scheduled
presentations, there were ongoing activities throughout the day.
Peter Spyers-Duran, Reference Librarian, waiting for the day's events to
begin.

J

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The Free Library of Philadelphia

For the Philadelphia Depository-, 1998 was the "Year of Prozac®."
With the proliferation of patent and trademaik information on the
Internet, the Patent Collection has suffered a dramatic decline in
requests for services. It had become apparent that either the Patent
Librarian or the Patent Collection needed a good dose of an
antidepressant; I opted for the latter.
The first step in the treatment of the Collection was to really
identify the problem, which is, basically, the public thinks it no longer
needs to turn to its local library for assistance. Now, we know that this
is wrong, but how do we convince the public, and, in some cases, the
powers that pay our salaries, that we do have an important role to play
in the growth of intdlectual property? At times it seems that our
swvival depends on how creative we are at justifying our existence.

The Open House enabled the ua Library to successfully establish
contact with the local inventor organiz.ations, the ua Small Business
Development Center/SBA, the Central Florida Innovation
Corporation, ua faculty, students, and the local citiz.eruy. Based on
its success this year, it appears that the Open House will become an
annual event.

- Peter Spyers-Duran
In the photograph in the next column, Brian S. Steinberger, Registered
Patent Attorney, is giving a lively and informative presentation regarding
the different types of intellectual property. Orlando PTDL Open House.

Realizing that the role of the library is changing, the approach to
providing patent and trademaik information had to also change. The
best way to begin this change has been to educate the public as to how
and why they still need us. Two ways seem to be working. A
newsletter is now sent out to recent inventors and members of the
American Society of Inventors, which now meets regularly at the Free
Library. Copies are also available on a "freebie" rack in the Collection.
The second and most important way has been through a series of
workshops offered at various times to meet the variety of needs of the
public. There are three patent workshops - basics, advanced (using
C11Hi•), filing under PCT - and one trademark workshop.
Approximately four workshops are held per month, and if demand is
high, additional ones are scheduled, space and time permitting.
The attendance at the workshops is growing, and monthly statistics
are improving. Although, the days of 100 people using the Patent
Collection on a given day are probably gone forever.
One thing that I learned last year was how to legally create statistics.
Not to offend any cat lover (of which I am one), just as there is more
than one way to skin a cat, there is more than one way to count a
patron request. This is known as "Creative Statistic Counting 101."
Since I cannot retire until January- 2, 2010, 1999 will be the year of
reinventing the Patent Collection... or the "Second Year of Prozac®."

- Betsy Lowther
Published by TigerPrints, 1999
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IPiscataway, New Jersey

IReno, Nevada

Library of Science & Medicine, Rutgers University

Things have been fairly quiet at the PTDL at Rutgers University.
We still have two CASSIS workstations up and running, and are
looking forward to the new equipment to speed up printing from the
full text CDs. We have updated all of our guides for the workstations
this year, but most of our questions seem to be about "how to get
online." Patrons seem especially pleased to be able to search
trademark information over the web.
- Ellen Calhoun

I Raleigh, North Carolina
D.H. Hill Library, North Carolina State University

The best news from last year was the visit of Wes Gewehr to the
NC5U Libraries in September 1998. As a result of his visit, our
Director is considering Partnership status. Also, this year for the first
time we are sending more than one person to the PTDL Training
Seminar. In fact, we are sending three! Another visitor that we were
happy to host was Jan Comfort from the demson PTDL She
stopped by in May. We enjoyed her visit and the opportunity to
discuss both government documents and patent and trademark service
JSSUes.
NC5U Libraries has devdoped something called MyLibrary for
faculty on campus to use to create their own dectronic library
resources page. I am identifying the Patent and Trademark resources,
databases and journals that are accessible through the NC5U Libraries
on those topics.
•
As usual there have been many
interesting questions. I especially
enjoy the odd and/or historical
questions rdated to patents. These
have included: identifying the
patent for a cloth toy animal from
the late 1800s; a production
method for colloidal thorium
oxide from the 1950s; an attempt
to locate the owner of Td-a-Bob
•Float Company which makes
fishing float weights; historical
patents · related
to
textile
machinery, especially knitting
machines; and a patent for an
antique stove. Some of you may
be familiar with the "I Shoulda
Thought of That!" Calendar.
From April through December
1998, we posted the patent of the
day from that calendar. This was a way to entice people to our bulletin
board where notices from the USPTO, information on campus
inventions and inventors, and general invention news articles are
placed.

-Jean Porter

https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

University Library, University of Nevada-Reno
The year 1998 saw no major changes or upheavals in our patent
and trademark service. Not surprisingly, users increasingly took
advantage of our Patent, Trademark, and Copyright web page to link
to the PTO and other sites on the Web. It proved useful to have four
public workstations with web access located in close proximity to our
patent alcove. In October, Patrick attended the Independent
Inventors' Conference in San Francisco as a presenter. He also
conferred with library staff at daik County Library and wrote a letter
of support for the startup of a new PTDL in Las Vegas. There is a
great need for a PTDL in this rapidly expanding area, since Las Vegas
is a full day's drive from either Reno or the Phoenix area (where the
PTDL is located at Ariwna State University) and nearly as far from
Los Angdes. daik County Library has already purchased their patent
backfile with grant funds; pending approval of their administration, we
hope to see the library designated as a PTDL in 1999.
Plans are for another member of our staff, Joanne Guyton, to
attend the PTDL Seminar this year. Please wdcome her!

- Patrick Ragains
1

Sacramento, California
California State Library

Sacramento PTDL has begun (
its second and final year in our
temporary location 6 miles from
the State Library's beautiful 1927
Beaux Artes building, which is
undergoing a seismic retrofit. The
return will • be
a complex
progression of moving staff and
materials.
It's too early to
determine details, but there will be
an extended period of time that
we are closed to the public and
unable to provide tdephone reference setvices. However, our
planrring process allows for plenty of advance notice.
The most monumental change in our setvice this past year
occurred when Thomas K. Andersen accepted a promotion within
another State Library bureau. He has surely been one of the most
familiar faces among PTDL seminar participants, having attended the
last 14 consecutive sessions. In his new post as the lead staff member
for the newly legislated Library of California, Tom will administer a
substantial budget and begin planning the 10-year evolution of the
LOC Our Human Resources department is in the process of creating
a civil setvice list of candidates who will be eligible to apply for T
Tom's position. Realistically, there will not be a new head of
Government Publications until early summer. In the interim, his many
responsibilities are divided among the 3 senior librarians on staff.
Brent Miller, Sr. Librarian for Public Setvices is handling PTDL issues
and will attend his second annual seminar in March.
Staff member Tim Hafer was promoted to a paraprofessional last
spring. As part of his new assignment, he is an active part of the
Government Publication Section's PTDL team, along with his
professional colleagues. We still have a vacant librarian position
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resulting from the transfer of C.arla M.azzin.i to the Llbrazy's catalog
section in January 1998. We have recently interviewed several
candidates and hope to fill the position in the next month.
Last fall, Tom and Brent spent a half-day at San Jose State
University giving the intellectual property unit to George c.arleson's
class in government documents. Brent will be a solo act for the spring
section this April

We're reinventing our services to be more complementaxy to the
online environment that duplicates so much of what we have offered
in the past. A popular and very beneficial tool has been our link on
the CAHi• computers to the 11.xmJs DinrtrJry cf ManujtX:J:urm. We
explain "common law" trademarks and the usefulness of 11xmas' in
identifying unregistered marks.
Our final and most recent item finds a local entrepreneur actively
organizing a Sacramento Inventors' Associafion. Depending on the
number of interested parties, we hope to be able to host their regular
meetings. This would give us a forum for additional outreach and
training.

- Brent Miller
1 Salt

Lake City, utah

Marriott Library, University of Utah

First, I must thank Martha, her staff, and many other folks
throughout the USPTO who made me feel so welcome and a part of
the PTO "family" during the year-and-a-half of my PTDL Fellowship:
leaving all of you behind was the worst part of coming back home!
C.Oming back to my former position in the Documents . (now
Documents and Microforms) Division of the University of Utah's
Marriott Library was, of course, the single biggest event for me this
past year. My PTDL Fellowship ran from October 1996 to May1998,
and may have been the highlight of my professional career. Jan
Robertson, who was hired as my temporary replacement in the
Documents Division while I was on leave, stayed on in the position of
Documents Access (Cataloging) Librarian when that position became
vacant. Thank you, Jan, for all your hard work during my time back
east!

•

•
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Starting a Documents Preservation project in Fall 1998 that
has brought much-needed attention to more than three
thousand U.S. Serial Set volumes so far, including many of the
nineteenth century volumes containing the annual Patent
Office Reports from that time period.
Preparing for and going through our regular US Government
Printing Office inspection last fall, and passing with high
marks from our inspector.

- D(We Morrison
1 San

Diego, California

San Diego Public Library

Everything in San Diego has been chugging along as per normal
this year. We were happy to see Wes and Jane and to introduce Jane
to the delights of the Rubio's fish taco, a San Diego original. As far as
our patent and trademark business, we have noticed a definite increase
in our virtual reference service to those people who are doing patent
and trademark searches via the Internet. Some of the best patrons
we'll never see...
I helped out at the American Association of Law Librarians
meeting in Anaheim, spent some time with Cynthia and Charlotte, and
made contact with an attorney who has done a workshop for us and
will soon be doing one for our regional library system.
Great inventions from San Diego:
One of our local inventors made the "Patents" column in the New
Scimti.st magazine (November 21, 1998) for his "solution to a problem
which you probably didn't want to know existed." His patent
(5,711,313) is for earplugs which are connected to each other by a cord
and held to the cord by metal rivets, so that if the earplugs fall into the
food a worker is preparing, they can be retrieved with the help of a
metal detector.
Discoverable earplug
Inventor: Thomas Walter Fleming, San Diego, CA
Assignee: Howard S. Leight & Associates, San Diego, CA
Issue Date: January 27, 1998

Some of our PTDL highlights this year included:

•
•

•
•

Making a formal presentation on my PTDL Fellowship at a
meeting of all Marriott Library employees upon my return.
Presenting a program on Patent and Trademark Searching on
the Internet at the joint Utah Library Association and
Mountain Plains Library Association conference held in Salt
Lake City last May, using materials developed during my
fellowship.
C.Ontinuing our local outreach to future engineering students
with presentations to local high schools groups and the
University of Utah's Mechanical Engineering design class.
Serving PTDLA as Chair-Elect of the Association and Chair
of the Long-Range Planning C.Ommittee.

Other major Documents and Microforms Division activities this
year included:
•

Incorporating the former Microforms Department into an
expanded Documents and Microforms Division.
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On a more personal note, my husband got another patent this year,
5,815,261.

- Nora Brooks
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ISeattle, Washington
Engineering Library, University of Washington

Over the past year, we have been working on transitioning access
to all of our electronic resources and databases to the Web
environment: and redesigning the UW Llbraries Web pages. We VJill
also be bringing up a Web-based catalog this Spring. The UW
libraries Information Gateway "provides access through a single
location to all of the libraries' resources, print and electronic, as well as
tools, services and the ability to search a wide range of Internet
resources [wwwJib.washin~n.edu/l C.onsequently, our patent and
trademark Webpages, as well as the entire , Engineering library
Website, are being overhauled. My thanks to one of our librarians,
Chandra Heller, for spearheading this effort... a work in progress.
Web access, of course, is the hot topic for patent and trademark
information, too. We have certainly noticed the decline in onsite
trademark searchers. Our fee-based research service, Roard, Express,
has experienced a decline in trademark requests as well. Roard,
Express has noticed a slight upswing again in trademark research,
probably due to state trademark research and connectivity/access
problems related to the USPfO Trademark databases. Many of our
patent searchers appear to have used the USPfO or IBM web
databases prior to coming in to the PIDL. These databases have
certainly benefited the remote users. The students are delighted, as
well, since class assignments are much easier and faster to complete
using the web-based databases. The future of how patent and
trademark information is provided and the role of the PIDLs in that
dissemination are of interest to us here at the University of
Washington Engineering library.
I continue to offer patent searching workshops as part bf our
regular suite of quarterly, drop-in library research sessions. We also
mounted a display on patents for the C.ollege of Engineering's Open
House in 1998.
Our new CAHi• station just arrived, so we don't even have it set
up yet. The large monitor alone is receiving covetous glances from
library staff! Before the CAHi• station made its appearance, our
most exciting equipment adc:liti9n was a new microfonn
reader/printer. We really like it: it prints to a laser printer, has a
universal microfiche/microfilm carrier, it is very easy to use, and it
does not use that awful black toner that gets all over everything.
Although we could not afford a fancy digitizing reader/printer, this
model can be upgraded in the future. We now have 3 reader/printers
for our microfilm and microfiche collections, including US Patents.
Fee-based printing from our computer workstations throughout the
Llbraries is the next big hurcile. Several printing models are being
explored, including one method --where laser print jobs are sent to 3
copy center locations on campus.

We received an email from an inventor vvho was successful in
obtaining a patent after conducting his research here at the
Engineering library. They started their research in 1994. It is nice to
know that some of our visitors succeed.
Patent No. 5,853,825
Free form nugget and method of casting

Inventor. Parsons: Donald Homer Parsons, Olympia, WA
Issue Date: December 29, 1998
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1
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- Christina Byrne

I Springfield, Illinois
Illinois State Library

I feel like shouting "I've got it!" "I've got it!" Mr. Lincoln's
patent model arrived from the Smithsonian about 10 days ago. 1999 is
the 150th anniversary of the only patent issued to an U. S. President,
Mr. Lincoln. It has taken about 3 years of continuous gnawing at the
routine to understand how the system works. Next, I feel I11 have to
use this information to curate an exhibition of early Illinois patent
models, maybe based on companies still alive in Illinois, and using
models in the possession of the Smithsonian.
Election year is a more interesting event for the PIDL at Illinois
State library than for many of its peers. We now have a new Secretary
of State (and State librarian), Jesse White, and a new director, Jean
Wilkins. It is both exhilarating and a little scary to contemplate all of
the exciting possibilities available to us.
Our relationship with the Small Business Development Network of
the Illinois Department of C.ommerce and C.ommunity Affairs has
proved, again, to be very valuable. During 1998, several presentations
were made to DCCA staff in various parts of Illinois. Some of the
audience included inventors who seldom need additional stimulation.
A couple of other presentations were made to groups that are inventor
driven. It is wonderful to know that vvhen I ask the PIDLP staff for
help and publications, the only response is how soon and how much.

A presentation for school librarians was accomplished again this
year. It is interesting to me that the fhmy of requests that follow such
presentations show how much interest there is among teachers and
students in the patenting process. We have become one of the
"spectator sports" on the 8th grade class visits to Springfield for kids
all over the state. Smallec public libraries have the opportunity of
participation in a weeklong training program to learn about resources
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that cover the state. Participation in this is really wonderful because it
is an open door that they have never realiz.ed existed

r

VJSitors ranged from several groups of foreign librarians studying at
the U of I, to other visiting governmental dignitaries from national
police forces, to scholars. All expressed amaz.ement that it is possible
to learn about patents so far from "the seat of government" and said
how much our citizens must appreciate the services.
In addition to the outreach
already mentioned, I was invited
to speak to several groups of
collectors of various types of
items this .,year. I am truly
amaz.ed at the diversity and
ingenuity exhibited in the use of
Use by
patent _materials.
genealogists has also picked up
this year. In one instance, the
family was able to find a long
lost relative 0ost for 15 years) using title page material. An even more
interesting use is a young woman working on an MA who is tracing an
uncle involved in the development of movie sound recording in its
infancy. It's not often that most of us get to see a real, honest to God
Oscar~ award!
- Jane Running

ISt. Louis, Missouri
St. Louis Public Library

Much of the PIDL Representative's woik this year was connected
to her role as President of PIDLA Please see the President's 'article
for a report on those activities.
Earlier in the year, St. Louis Public Library- (SLPL) subscribed to
APS, and in June, we got it up and running. Thanks go to Mike
Harrigan for help with that.
As could be expected, many of the calls and in-person questions
have dealt with patent and trademark searching on the uspto.gov
homepage. This has been a good opportunity to educate people about
what they can do on uspto.gov and the resources we have to help
them do more thorough searches. Oearly, some are convinced that
they can "do it all on the Internet," but there are also patrons who are
more serious about their searches, and they do come to us for further
assistance.
We have also had patrons call while using uspto.gov asking how to
search for various information. They seem pleased to have someone
walk them through the steps in using it. Since these questions usually
take several minutes, there is time to make a connection with the caller
who then sees us as a reference for future inquiries. This has been

gratifying.
Outreach activity has been limited this past year, but the PIDL
Representative did talk with two classes of elementary school gifted
students working on inventive thinking and patenting lessons. The
questions they asked indicated that they were attentive to the
information presented, and it was enjoyable to see those spaiks of
understanding coming from our future inventors. One boy was just
delighted when we found his Dad's patent on Patents Assist and gave
him a copy of the front page.
Published by TigerPrints, 1999

SLPL has recently gotten a new online public access catalog.
Getting that deployed to Central and all the branches has been the
major forus of our Technology Services Department (TS) for much of
last year until the present. The PIDL Representative hopes to woik
with the TS Department on a Business, Science &
Technology!Patents and Trademaiks website on SLPL's homepage
when we have all had more experience with the new system.

- Carol Giles

I Stillwater, Oklahoma
Patent & Trademar1< Library, Oklahoma State University

The Oklahoma State University Patent & Trademark Library-,
Stillwater, Oklahoma bid a fond farewell to Senior Library- Technical
Assistant, Linda Leising. Sharrie Walters began woik as new SLTA in
the fall and has been automating all aspects of the library's operations.
Most significantly, Sharrie tackled the project of inputting several years
of statistics into spreadsheets to facilitate comparison across the years.
In 1998 there were 1,182 visitors to the Patent & Trademark
Library-. We are continually looking for new avenues of promotion.
Thanks to each of you for sharing, in this forum, the activities that you
undertake to "get the word out." The Oklahoma Inventors Congress
remains vety active, and has new chapters forming around the state. A
new chapter in Stillwater will begin meeting monthly in the Patent &
Trademark Library-.

This summer we received a donation of some vety old q[r:ia1
Gazettes. We are delighted to now offer our patrons paper copies of
OGs back to 1873. Previously, our paper 0G collection only went

back as far as 1903. As you might imagine, books as old as these are in
need of tender loving care. Our students are busy building phase
boxes to house these
treasures.
We are delighted to be
woiking with the newly
funded Oklahoma Inventor
Assistance Service (OIAS).
The OIAS is a five-year
grant funded by the Oklahoma Center for the Advancement of
Science & Technology. The OIAS is charged with assisting the
independent inventor in getting their idea to market. Fortunately, the
OIAS staff recognizes the value of the PTL's services, and is requiring
EVERY ONE of their clients to complete a preliminaty patent search
in our facility. Their office is located in the building directly across the
street from the PTL, which allows for easy coordination of schedules
and close proximity for patrons.
The Februaiy 1999 issue of ~ Amerran Society for Engint£ring
&lua:t1ui (ASEE) Prwn included my article "Patents in the
article
is
available
at
dassroom."
The
www.asee.org/prism/febru;uy/html/Patents.html. Presentations this
year included: "Oklahoma Inventors In the News," a poster session at
AI.A; "Oklahoma Patents Available for Licensing: A Gem of a
Database," a poster session at AI.A; "If Only Einstein had it so easy:
Searching Patents on the Web," at the Oklahoma Department of
Education's Encyclomedia Conference; "Building a Better Mousetrap:
Utilizing Free Web-based Patent Searching to Stimulate Young
Minds," at the National Inventive Thinking Association.

-Julia Crawford
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I Sunnyvale, California

I Tampa, Florida

Sunnyvale Center for Innovation, Invention & Ideas

Greetings from Sc[ip. 1998 was another bmy year for our staff.
We said goodbye to librarian Julia Schult and senior office assistant
Aeden McDonnell and welcomed David Hall as a librarian and Dona
C.Onnell as a senior office assistant.
Our patent and trademark search requests continued to grow. We
had seminars and videoconferences on a weekly basis. Along with our
regularly scheduled vicleoconferences on such topics as the PCT and
foreign patents, we were invited to join examin~ training sessions at
the PTO via videoconference. Staff from the PTO visited Sunnyvale
twice in 1998, once to lecture on patents in January and on trademarks
in November as part of the two-day series "Washington and the
West." The PTO disseminated the latest intellectual property
information and joined local expert practitioners on panels with the
hot topic being the web.
Our website www.sci3.com will soon be updated to allow searches
to be requested online.
Our favorite patent of the year was also cited in the Paraie

magazine as the worst invention of the yearl It's #5713081,
"Pantyhose Garment with Spare Leg Portion," or, as we like to call it,
"Device to Enable Siamese Triplets to Rob a Bank!"
5,713,081

Pantyhose gannent with spare leg portion
Inventor: Annette L Pappas & N1ta A Vaccaro, Metairie, 1A
Issue Date: February 3, 1998
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Tampa Campus Library, University of South Florida

The University of South Florida Patent & Trademark Deposito.ry

has a new staff member on board Scott Raeske recently graduated
from Southern Illinois Universitywith a BS in zoology. After working
at Sill's libra.ry for four years, he moved to Florida and began working
in the Government Documents Department in December 1998.

Also, we created new Web pages with links to patent, trademark,
and copyright information. This page also answers some frequently
asked questions, includes links to libra.ry hours and directions, and lists
some of the on-site resources for searching patents and trademarks.
The Web site is available at
http://www.lib.usf.edu/virtual/govdocs/ patent.html.

- Carol Ann Borchert

ITempe, Arizona
Noble Science & Engineering Library, Arizona State University

The Noble Science and
Engineering Libra.ry, which
houses the Tempe PTDL, will be
closed for renovations beginning
May 14th until the end of August
1999.
During this time, all
PTDL services will be available from Ariz.ona State University's (
Hayden Libra.ry, which is across campus from the Noble Libra.ry. This
is the last stage of a multi-year remodel that will see a tripling of
wo.tkstations on the first floor, the creation of a mediated classroom to
support libra.ry instruction, and an improved customer service layout.
The plans also include for new carpeting for the Patent and Trademark
Search Room. C.Ontact information, including telephone and fax
numbers, will remain the same during the tempora.ry relocation.
The Tempe PTDL would like to introduce Gordon Dutrisac as
acting PTDL Representative. Gordon is also Ariz.ona State
University's Engineering Librarian. Gordon will be responsible for the
Tempe PTDL until November 1, 1999 when Tom Turner returns
from his year leave as trademark fellowship librarian at the USPTO.

- Gordon Dutrisac

14c

I Toledo, Ohio
Toledo/Lucas County Public Library

The big news at the Toledo-Lucas C.Ounty Public Libra.ry in 1998
was demolition of the buildings in the block behind Main Libra.ry, and
work on a new addition in their place. With the start of this major
project, there were many considerations regarding the PTDL
collection. Its huge ffi-ROM collection was the topic of much
discussion at a technology planning meeting. Answers to questions
raised at that meeting are still pending. Microfilm and most paper
patent materials are expected to remain in the stack area, but there will
be space in the new building to bring our qJ,cid Gaz.ett.es and Indexes
to the main floor for direct public access.

All the best for '99.

-Janet Berkeley

The PTDL also suffered a different kind of blow: PTDL
Representative Lisa Hoenig was transferred from the Main Libra.ry to
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1
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the Holland Branch due to construction-rdated allergies. She works a
few hours each week at the Main
Library to keep up with P1DL
activity, but she does most work
remotely. This situation has not
been easy or optimal for the
collection. Once the construction is
complete, Lisa will be back on
board full-time.
We coordinated the donation of
a large private patent collection via the P1DLP Office to the Boston
P1DL, which suffered dramatic losses due to flooding this year. Hugh
Kirk, a retired patent attorney with an extrabrdiruuy library, was
thrilled to donate his materials to a needy home.
The Library's Board of Trustees invited .Lisa Hoenig to speak at
their monthly meeting in June. Her 10-minute talk on the patent
collection's history, uses, and activities was very well received. A
version of this talk was also presented at the library's Staff
Devdopment Day. Lisa ddivered a 2-hour PowerPoint ~ presentation
twice, once at the Inventors Omncil of Toledo's June meeting and on
a road trip to Wabash, Indiana The Inventors C.Ouncil of Wabash
invited her to speak at their meeting in July. This trip illustrated once
again T-LQ>L's broader regional role as a Patent and Trademark
Depository Library.
- Lisa Hoenig

(

I University Park, Pennsylvania
Pattee Library, Pennsylvania State University

Greetings from Penn • State,
where libraries and football work
together. We are· past the half-way
point in the construction of the
Paterno Library which will double
the size of our five-floor East wing,
and comes with renovations to
nearly all of the rest of the Pattee Library building complex. All of this
is happening with all collections and public services remaining in the
building. We have learned to cope with disruptions, confusion, dust
and surprises as commonplace events. Some of the newly constructed
spaces are already being used. B'y this time next year, we hope to
occupy new quarters for our P1DL in the Business Library, which
doesn't yet exist, but will be housed in the Paterno Library.
Driven by the inconveniences of our current situation, and by
opportunities provided by technology, we have rewritten and upscaled
our "Patents and Trademarks" web page
/http://wwwlibraries.psu.edu/crsweb/docs/quic:kpat.htm) to address
the needs of Internet users. They are an eclectic mix of inventors,
attorneys, historians and businesspersons, as wdl as Penn State
students, faculty and other researchers. Since the proportion of the
general public that has access to the Internet continues to increase,
many would-be patent searchers start with this point of reference. We
make frequent referrals to the new patent and trademark databases
available on the Internet from the PTO and others. We also use our
web pages to point out important resources that are available on and
off the 'Net.

Still, some individuals and some search situations call for resources
that are only available to patrons who come to the library, such as a
search for a horse-drawn ambulance used in the Civil War, or Mallet's
articulated steam locomotive from 1900. The human touch will
probably always be needed for the ubiquitous inquiry that begins, "I
have an idea for an invention, and I don't know where to start..."

- Kevi.n R. Harwell
1

Wichita, Kansas
Ablah Library, Wichita State University

"Don't forget our young inventors!"
At the Wichita State University Patent and Trademark Depository
Library, we rarely see young inventors. But last June, I joined our local
inventors group (Inventors Association of South Central Kansas) for a
trip to the Arkansas City, Kansas, Public Library, where I gave a
presentation on patents to a great group of kids in the Summer
Inventions Program. Local librarian, Jand Hutchinson, searched far
and wide for resources for this program that she pulled off quite
successfully. (When she first asked me for assistance I admit that I was
somewhat reticent to "get involved". But I did, and it was a great
event, and these young inventors have great ideas). I was able to take
along the recently patented push snow shovd (patent number
5,669,163 Snav Rm-w:,J, Dec,u) patented by a Kansas inventor. I
demonstrated this shovd and emphasized to the kids that patents
come from people who have a better way of making something work,
and that it doesn't have to be necessarily complex. I also used the
video Th! U.S. Pati!nt ani Trtdm:rrk Cffe:e - Inside th! Patmt Pi.pe/,ine and
that went over well, too. We have some great ideas coming up for the
USPTO!
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5,669,163
Snow removal device
Inventor: dem Wmter, Wichita, KS
Issue Date: September 23, 1997

- Gd)lle Gunderson

Invention and Innovation in the History of
Newark's Jewelry Making Industry
Jewelry manufacture in the City of Newark (New Jersey) began in
1801 when Epaphras Hinsdale opened his shop. There were
approximately 39 jewelry factories in the City in 1872 when the
Newark Industrial Exhibition, the first of its kind in the nation, was
held The City's jewelry making industry reached its peak in
production and prominence from 1875-1929 with at least 144 jewelry
manufacturers in 1925. In 1997, the Newark Museum mounted an
exhibition detailing the City of Newark's prominence in the Jewelry
making industry throughout the 19th and 20th centuries. Lovely
pieces from the Museum's Decorative Arts collections were displayed
with historical commentary and featured technical innovations and
inventions of Newark jewelers.
•

inside presentation boxes of men's jewelry. The furn relocated from
Newark to Laurence Harbor, NJ in the 1980's.
Employees of Bippart, Griscom & Osborn received patents for
nwnerous inventions including Andreas Kienle's hidden bangle
bracelet catch in 1890, and Achille Bippart and John H Theberatb's
pearl fastener in 1893. Bippart also patented collar buttons and link
buttons, and in 1901, a process for recessed enamel work. Theberatb
and Charles Uhry developed safety catch for brooches.
Other important Newark firms that contributed innovations to the
trade include Arch Crown Manufacturing Co., which patented an arch
shaped prong mounting in 1903. Allsop & Allsop patented an
adjustable collar holder, used to support lace or velvet accessories, in
1906. Chamenois & Co. patented mechanisms for cuff studs in 1894
and the "Best Lever Collar Button" in 1898. Charles Keller & Co.
patented their "Apex" stud in 1901. Wtlliam Edge had 40-50 patents
and invented everything from to aluminwn horseshoes to a method
for making woven wire and weaving metal fabrics. Riker Brothers
received patents for manufacturing processes to decorate the surface
of rings and an improved sash fastener in the 1870's. Herman Unger
patented a bangle bracelet with overlapping ends in 1881. Sloan & Co.
received a patent for non-piercing "hoop style" earrings in 1952.

- Hei.di Lynn Cramer, Newark Public Library, Newark, NJ
Bibliography:
Dietz, Ulysses Grant. The Glitter & The Gold: Fashioning
America's Jewelry. Newark,NJ: TheNewark.Museum, 1997.

Below: Gold ex>llar buttons by Krementz & Co. 1900-1920, The Newark
Museum , Gift of Frank I. Liveright, 1971 .

Before entering the jewelry trade, Ferdinand Joseph Herpers first
patent was for a scale to detect counterfeit coins. August Knaus, a
member of the furn from Philadelphia, invented a safety catch for use
on brooches that was patented December 3, 1901. Herpers Brothers
manufactured bindings for many other jewelers throughout the
counuy and the company offered to "stamp them with your
trademark." Perhaps the most recognizable feature of jewelry
manufacturing with roots in Newark is the prong setting for stones.
Prior to Herpers' setting innovation, stones were usually bezel set.
Ferdinand Herpers received a pa~ent on September 3, 1872 for an
"improved diamond setting" which was designed to mount the stone
high to allow light through to intensify the stone's brilliance. This
evolved into more open prong settings and the familiar "Tiffany
setting".
Krementz and Co. developed a process for making "unbreakable"
collar buttons based on machinery tooled for brass gun cartridges and
was granted patents in 1884. In addition to the "world's best selling"
collar button, other innovations in men's accessories such as the one
piece bean-and-post cuff button and the bodkin dutch vest button
were popular. A profile view of its patented one-piece collar button
was used as a trademark starting in 1896. Krementz was a dominant
force in Newark's jewelry industry, acquiring several other firms to
expand their product lines. Their Newark factory continues to operate
and currently employs over 300 workers.
Larter & Sons, formerly Larter, Elcox & Co., patented a spring link
for sleeve buttons and a spring-back stud in the 1890's. The
"registered trademark" with an image of the spring stud was printed
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

Top of the next page: Gold, platinum, and imitation diamond wedding and
engagement rings by Ferdinand Herpers 1875-1885, The Newark Musuem,
Gift of Mrs. Henry F. Herpers, 1971 .

(Photos used with permission of The Newark Museum. ~he
Newark Museum)
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Intellectual Property News
Brian Carpenter, College Station, Texas

IThe Titanic Sails Again. ..
The Titanic sails again? This is true-no early April fools here-a
Swiss company is building a full-size replica of the ill-fated vessel with
all the modem conveniences (including more lifeboats I hope). They
bought the White Star Line several years ago and just applied to the IP
office in Switzerland for trademark protection for their service. They
hope to have the ship ready for sailing in time to celebrate the ship's
90th anniversary. rt ou still wouldn't get me on it).

.......

IA Web Site of Interest
Want to keep up to date with not only the latest news in intellectual
property law, but also many other areas of law as well? Check out the
Nolo Press web site at
www.nolo.com
Besides being an advertisement for its books, the Nolo Press web
site offers interesting news and tidbits concerning such fields as:

FoodLaws

Tax Laws
Above: Patent drawing for an improvement in diamond settings, granted
September 3, 1872 to Ferdinand Herpers, Newark, The Newark Museum
archives.

Top of the next column: Gold, enamel, and imitation diamond ear drops,
1875-1885, and scroll brooch, 1880-1900 by Ferdinand Herpers and Herpers
Brothers, The Newark Museum, Gift of Henry F. Herpers, 1937.
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(and my favorite) Intellectual Property Law

I inventor News
In keeping with the spirit of the month, perseverance does pay off.
Ross Carson 1..arue's eighth grade science fair project was thought to
be so novel that he was encouraged to refine his project until last year,
when he applied for and received a patent from the United States
37
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Patent and Trademark Office. Larue, from Groveport, OH, created
his invention, a sludge compost batteiy as part of a science fair project
During the intervening years, he was able to improve and refine it to a
point that it was granted patent protection in U.S. Patent number
5,702,835. The Teays Valley High School senior is just one more
example of how persistence and perseverance with an idea can pay off.
Sewage sludge compost battery

Issue Date: March 7, 1996
Source: "Past Science Fair Award Winner Receives Patent." OEE
News. Ohio EPA. Vol.2, No.1 March-April 1998. Courtesy of Ms.
Lisa Hoenig, Patent and Trademark Library Representative, Toledo,
OH PTDL.

I Self Help Legal Press Being Taken to Court?
Nolo Press, which first lead the -way in providing legal self help to
those who wanted to go through legal proceedings without an
attorney, is being eyed by a Texas legal committee. On August 20,
Nolo Press will appear before the Texas Supreme Court at the request
of a subcommittee of the Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee.
The Committee is looking into whether or not Nolo has violated a
"Depression-era law designed to protect the legal profession." The
self-help legal press, which began in 1971, is justifiably concerned
about this, because, if found guilty, Nolo could possibly be banned
from selling its self-help legal books in the Lone Star state. According
to H<MSlln Ommie Columnist, Jim Barlow, this Committee stopped
another publisher from selling self-help books that allegedly allowed
persons to write their own wills. If Nolo is shown to be violating this
law, they could be taken to court.

Self Help ma} Press Hearing Delayed Until October
Nolo Press' scheduled August 20 appearance before the Texas
Supreme Court has been delayed until October.
For more information on this case refer to this web site:
http://www.nolo.com/Texas
Sources: "Nolo Case Could Impact Libraries," American Ubraries,
May 1998.

.

Jim Barlow, "Lawyers Want Law Kept to Themselves" Houston
Chronicle, May 31, 1998, Section D.
1

Map Copying Caveats

If you make a copy of a map
from a book or atlas, you might
want to be sure all the streets and
landmarks mentioned are really
there. In an effort to catch
unscrupulous persons who copy
entire maps and then reproduce
them in other forms, some map
publishers have added "sham" or
false streets and landmarks to
them. These usually take the
form [according to Joel
Makower, Editor of The Map C.atal~ of "half-block-long alleys
sometimes bearing the names of the mapmakers (or their friends or
relatives). When these streets show up on other maps, there is no
https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/jptrca/vol11/iss13/1

question that the map was stolen from its creator." The same
copyright laws that prevent infringement concerning other materials
also apply to maps. The only exceptions to this are maps produced by
federal or state government agencies or those produced by Facts on
File called "Maps on File."
Source: Joel Makower, Editor, The Map Catalog: Every Kind of Map
and Chart on Earth and Even Some Above It, Third Edition, Vintage
Books, 1992, p.25.

I

Woifd Intellectual Property Association Creates
. Internet Domain Name Process
.

I

The World Intellectual Property Association (WIPO), the
intellectual property arm of the United Nations, is developing an
Online Expedited Arbitration Service which will allow companies to
conduct arbitration concerning Internet domain names starting in
September. Persons using this service will be able to conduct their
entire arbitration, including payment of fees, through this service. Use
of this Internet service will cost around $300.00 per hour.
For more information on this service,
http://www.wipo.oIU eng/pressrel/1998/p129.htm

refer

to:

Source: Press Release PR-98-128 'WIPO Internet Domain Names
Process" Geneva, July 14, 1998.

IWho is SPARC?
Formed through the Association of Research Lbraries (ARL), the (
Scholarly Publishers Academic Research Consortium (SPARC) is a
consortium of colleges and universities and their associated university
presses. The goal of SPARC is to develop electronic publication
alternatives to the journals of the Association of American Publishers
though not to be competition with these established publishers.
SPARCs origin came from talks within the ARL to help
technologically challenged small university presses overcome
technological barriers. SPARC was also seen as a resource being
available to any library that wants to produce electronic journals. A
further goal of SPARC would be to further dissemination of
publications through electronic technologies, such as the Web.
SPARC has already started its own coalition with the American
Chemical Society, and the joint venture between these two is supposed
to produce at least one new journal a year.
Source: Notes from the 1st Copyright Symposium, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, IL, April 22-24, 1998.

I SCIPPR Grand Opening at Rice University
The opening of the South Central Intellectual Property Partnership
at Rice [SC:IPPR] on Thursday, November 19 was well attended by the
Houston community. Q. Todd Dickinson, Acting Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Commerce and Acting Deputy Commissioner of the
Patent and Traderruuk Office, and Wesley H. Gewehr, Administrator
made opening statements for Information Dissemination at the Patent
and Trademark Office. Representatives from Compaq Computers,
Shell Oil, Exxon and Houston's two biggest law finns were also there
for the grand opening. After the opening ceremony, persons attending
were given a tour of the new facility.
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This center is one of eight planned 'partnership libraries' between
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and academic or public libraries.
So far, there are now three of these facilities in existence,
The first in Sunnyvale, CA at the Sunnyvale Center for Innovation,
Invention and Ideas [Sci3]; the second in Detroit, MI at the Great
Lakes Patent and Trademark C-enter [GLPTq and now a third in
Houston, TX at the South Central Intellectual Property Partnership at
Rice [SCIPPRJ

PTDLA Nl!!WSLl!!TTl!!R

MARQ-:11999

brian-b-carpenter@tamu.edu
or
carpfan@myriad.net

Future facilities are planned for the Northwest, New England area,
the Southeast and the Mid-Atlantic region.
These facilities offer:
•
•

.

•

"

State-of-the-art videoconferencing for training or one-on-one
discussions with patent examiners/trademark attorneys.
Direct connections to the same patent and trademark
databases used by USPTO patent and trademark examiners.
These systems are updated with new data every weekend and
are more up-to-date than the web databases that have recently
become available.
The ability to receive certified copies of patents, trademarks
and other PTO related documents.

The C,enter is located on the lower level of Rice University's
Fondren Lbrary.

Address:
The Fondren Llbrary MS 220
Rice University
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77251-1892
ph. 713-285-5196
fax 713-524-1163
http://www.rice.edu/Fondren/SCIPPR/

IA Copyright Tutorial
Ever feel lost when it comes to copyright? What about new
technologies and copyright - what kind of fit do they have? If you
have questions like these, you are not alone. To help people better
understand the intricacies of copyright, the Copyright Management
Center at Indiana University holds an online tutorial on copyright
every semester. In this non-credit.course, participants receive weekly
messages dealing with specific pans of copyright. I just finished this
class this semester, and I can say that it was very beneficial for me. I
am still not an expert in the field of copyright (and probably never will
be), but at least I will feel more comfortable handling copyright
questions. For those interested in finding out more about the tutorial
and possibly signing up the next session, visit the Indiana University
Copyright Management Center's web page at:
http://wwwjupui.edu/it/coQYinfo
j

(

1ntellectual Property News Editor's Note
Have you got an interesting story concerning intellectual property
you would like to share with the Association? If so, send it to me,
Brian Carpenter, Patent and Trademark Reference Llbrarian, Room
3.247, Evans Llbrary Annex, Texas A&M University, College Station,
TX 77843-5000. Or if you like, you may send to it to one of two e
mail addresses:

"Um, Hi. I'm having trouble coming up with a trw1enw1t phrase J can yell
when I spring Rno •ction. ~ l do you have tha1's not taken?"

0

Editor' s Note: Brian Gupenter of the College Station, Texas
PTDL, has written several tutorials and handouts concerning
Cu•i•, USAPat andAPS. We will be working on putting these
up on the PTDIA website... so stay tuned!!

©

Membership lnfonnation - Patent & Trademark
Depository Ubrary Association
The objectives of the PTDIA are to discover the interests, needs,
opinions, and goals of the Patent and Trademark Depository Llbraries
(P1DLs) and to advise the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(JYI'O) in these matters for the benefit of the PTDLs and their users.
The PTDIA assists the PTO in planning and implementing
appropriate services.
Regular PTDIA membership is open to any interested person
employed at a Patent & Trademark Depository Llbrary. Regular
members may vote on PTDIA business, and may hold elective offices
or appointive positions. Affiliate membership is open to anyone
associated with the PTDL Program who is not eligible for regular
membership. Dues for membership remain a bargain - just $10 per
year.
Our membership fees make up the vast majority of PTDIA's
operating budget. They pay for Seminar expenses, printing and
mailing of our newsletter, gifts, stationery, and other needs. In the
recent past, many of these costs were borne by generous individuals
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and libraries, until the members voted for an annual membership fee
If you are proud of your Association and
the services it provides to you as a patent and trademark information
professional, please support us with your membership dues.
to ease that financial burden.

You'll find a membership form for 1999/2000 below. It may be
photocopied and distributed to anyone who may not have received
this mailing. Please send the completed forni, along with your dues
payment, to the PIDLP Office in Washington.

PATENT & TRADEMARK DEPOSITORY LIBRARY ASSOCIATION (PIDLA)
MEMBERSHIP DUES
'

The Patent and Trademark Depositoiy Libr.uy Association (P1DLA) was established in 1983 for those employees of
Patent and Trademark Depositoiy Libraries (P1DL.s) who work with patent and trademark depositoiy collections.
Dues cover membership for the period extending from the beginning of the current PIDL Training Seminar to the end
of next year's event. Only individual memberships are permitted; there is no provision for institutional or group
memberships

If you have any questions regarding your membership status, please direct them to Jean Porter, PIDLA Treasurer, at
North Carolina State University Libr.uy by telephone (919) 515-2936 or e-mailjW'Z_JXYrter@u:su.«lu

(Detach and Mail)

:MEMBERSHIP FORM
NAME:
INSTITUTION:

ADDRESS:

E-MAIL:
PIDLA MEMBERSHIP

=

$10.00

Please make checks payable to: PIDLA. Do not send cash. Do not make checks payable to any individual or the
PIDL Program. Mail this form and your check to:
Jean Porter, PIDLA Treasurer
clo PIDL Program Office
Crystal Park 3, Suite 461
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, OC 20231
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